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Noxious Weeds 

Following are some statements about the condition of noxious weeds in this watershed: 

• Ecological and economic impacts from weeds are expected to worsen over 
the long term, even with increased public awareness and weed control. 

• Some weeds are difficult to control; most will be imossible to eradicate. 

• Weed infestations could decrease economic value ofland. 

• Weeds compete with native forage species' used by livestock and wildlife. 

Noxious weeds have increased the amount of land they occupy in direct correlation to 
increases in human activities and human disturbances. Few of the noxious weeds are 
indigenous to this country, or this part of the country. The more people travel and the more 
plant material they import to the region (e.g., hay, garden plants) the more noxious weeds 
spread. 

When noxious weeds dominate a landscape, they displace native plants, reduce biodiversity, 
alter normal ecological processes (e.g ., nutrient cycling, water cycling), decrease wildlife 
habitat, reduce recreational values, reduce property values, and increase soil erosion and 
stream sedimentation (USFS 1997b). 

Noxious weeds are legally declared a menace to the public welfare by ORS 570.505. 
Noxious weeds have the capability to establish themselves and spread rapidly, causing injury 
to public health, agriculture, recreation, wildlife, or any public or private property. 

The Baker County Weed District, along with cooperators, is responsible for monitoring and 
treating weed sites. The inventory and mapping stage of weed management is an ongoing 
process that will require help from landowners and others. Many weed sites on private lands 
have not been mapped. A weed mapping system is evolving using GPS and computer 
software. Maps will become available as they become ready. Weed problems can be 
described in general terms where they occur in the watershed. The Tri-County Weed 
Coalition can be strengthened with new members. 

Presently, weed infestations have yet to have much affect upon land values. However, the 
weeds have the potential to expand, create environmental havoc, and defy control. Typical 
control costs can exceed $30 per acre per year. Weeds will damage rangeland values and 
wildlife habitat. Knowledgeable land buyers will recognize the reduction in productivity and 
the cost of weed control, logically bidding differently. 

Experience and research indicate that invasive weeds can create havoc to relatively 
undisturbed ecosystems (USFS 1997b). The noxious weed situation in the western states has 
been described by some as a biological disaster, "an explosion in slow motion" (USFS 
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1997b). If aggressive management is not implemented, the noxious weed situation is likely 
to follow the predictive pattern of early introductions, followed by periods of rapid 
expansion, and then becoming widespread over large areas. 

Noxious weeds that are listed all have the potential to cause serious economic and ecological 
problems. However, it is important to recognize that most of the weed populations described 
in the Overview are manageable. Baker County's noxious weed control rating system has 
been included in appendix F. Landowners with "A" rated weeds can receive cost-share 
funds. Special funds have been identified to help with 50 percent of the costs for controlling 
spotted knapweed, rush skeletonweed, and Mediterranean sage . 

The Forest has an integrated noxious weed plan. The plan covers treatment of known sites, 
and new sites discovered during the analysis process for projects will be treated according to 
the plan's policy. The new sites will then be included in the next update of the noxious weed 
treatment plan. Table 7, a Forest Service table, displays the known noxious weed sites and 
estimated acreage by subwatershed and species. 

Noxious weed species have been extensively inventoried and monitored at known sites over 
the past five years. Approximately 900 acres are known to be infested with different kinds of 
noxious weeds in this watershed; acreage is distributed over the watershed. There may be 
other infestations that have not yet been inventoried, including SWSs in this watershed. 
Species known to be present include: 

diffuse knapweed (Centaurea diffusa Lam.) 
spotted knapweed (Centaurea macu/osa Lam.) 
whitetop (Cardaria draba 1.) 
St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum 1.) 
Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense 1.) 
Scotch thistle (Onopordum acanthium 1.) 
dalmation toadflax (Linaria damatica (1.) Mill.) 
Dyer's woad (lsatis tinctoria) 
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Table 7. Noxious Weeds of the UPR Watershed 

SWS SWS# Species Site # Total Acres* Net Acres** 
UnionIBridge 20B Diffuse knapweed 0013 50 12 

St. Johnswort 0031 I 0.5 

Lower Deer 20C ~itetop 0060 5 3 
Spotted knapweed 0059 26 3 

Middle Deer 20D St. Johnswort 0013 9 I 
Diffuse knapweed 0040 5 I 

Lower Cracker 20G Canada thistle 0027 I 0.5 
Canada thistle 0056 I 0.5 

Lower McCully 201 Knapweeds 0008 200 59 
St. Johnswort 0036 15 5 
Scotch thistle 0026 12 3 
Knapweeds 0053 250 12.5 

Upper McCully 20K Knapweeds 0053 250 12.5 
South Sumpter 20L Spotted knapweed 0042 10 5 

Diffuse knapweed 0043 10 5 
St. Johnswort 0044 10 2 
Dalmation toadflax 0045 I 0,5 
St. Johnswort 0064 2 0.5 

Clear 20M Whitetop 0030 14 7 
Spotted knapweed 0029 10 I 
[Whitetop 0060 5 3 
~itetop 0061 10 6 

iTOTAL 897 143.5 

Source: USFS 
* Total Acres represent a patch size or several patches clumped across the landscape. 
** Net Acres represents the actual space plants would take up if all were clustered together. 

There are also smaller infestations of lesser (non-noxious) weed species within the watershed 
that have not been inventoried. These include curlycup gumweed (Grindelia squarrosa 
Pursh) and houndstongue (Cynoglossum officinale 1.) 

The WWNF is a source of noxious weeds for private lands and vice versa. The Forest has an 
integrated noxious weed plan. The plan covers treatment ofknown sites, and new sites 
discovered during the analysis process for projects will be treated according to the plan's 
policy. The new sites will then be included in the next update of the noxious weed treatment 
plan. 

Noxious weeds have increased the amount of land they occupy in direct correlation to 
increases in human activities and human disturbances. Few of the noxious weeds are 
indigenous to this country , or this part of the country. The more people travel and the more 
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plant material they import to the region (e.g., hay, garden plants) the more noxious weeds 

spread. 

Treatment of noxious weeds is a high priority in Baker County. Heavy equipment and 
machinery routinely operates in the Forest and may serve as a source in spreading weeds 
throughout the travel route. Recreational traffic poses an increasing threat of spread. The 
movement of noxious weed seeds by people, pets, vehicles, livestock and wildlife as they 
travel from infested public lands within the Phillips Lake recreation area on roads with public 
right-of-ways through public and private lands. However, it is not expected that the current 
level of treatment will increase, due to lack of personnel and funding. Limitations provided 
in the Region 6 Vegetation Management EIS discourage use of a number of effective 
chemical herbicides and some methods of application. Forest personnel are able to treat only 
known infestations with selected treatment methods at this time. A means of treating new 
sites with other methods quickly would be beneficial. 

Wildfire 

Historical Perspective (Source: WWNF UPR Biological Assessment) 

Studies have found that fires were larger and more frequent and of lower intensity 
historically than is now common in the warm/dry biophysical environments. This had the 
effect of maintaining an open and park-like condition throughout the warm/dry types. 
Median fire return intervals in the dry forest types was 12 years or less. These fires would 
have resulted in low fuel loadings and greatly reduced the among of dead/down wood 
compared to the current condition. Frequent fires would have the effect of pruning lower 
limbs and consuming other types of ladder fuels, reducing the chances that a fire could climb 
into the crowns of the trees. Species adapted to frequent fires would have been favored over 
fire-intolerant species such as grand fir. Large fire-resistant trees would have"been common. 
The majority of fires occurred in the late summer or early fall when fuel moistures of the 
large dead wood pieces are typically low, allowing for high consumption. In the warm/dry 
biophysical environments, large dead wood was probably rare outside of riparian areas, 
where fire spread was limited and fuel moistures higher . Moderate and high intensity fires 
occurred, but were typically small pockets of heavy fuels, a few acres or less in size. 

In the cool and cold biophysical environments, frequent small fires, insect events, windthrow, 
and other disturbances opened microsites within the stands to allow a range of age classes to 
be established. Large stand-replacing fires occurred at much greater intervals, 150 years or 
longer. 

Fire occurrence declined abruptly beginning in the late 1800s. This corresponded with a 
dramatic increase in the numbers of cattle, sheep, and horses grazing in the area. Grazing by 
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large numbers of animals would have greatly reduced the fine fuels and created numerous 
trails, limiting a fire's ability to start and spread. In the cool and cold biophysical 
environments, frequent small fires, insect events, windthrow, and other disturbances opened 
microsites within the stands to allow a range of age classes to be established. Large stand
replacing fires occurred at much greater intervals, 150 years or longer. 

Prior to European settlement and, particularly prior to USFS aggressive fire suppression, 
such summertime lightning fires were part of the ecosystem that favored fire-resistant trees 
(larch, ponderosa pine, Douglas fir) at mid-elevations (4000 to 6000 feet), and fire dependent 
trees (lodgepole pine) at higher elevations (6000 feet to treeline at 8000 feet). 

Effective fire suppression during the last 50 years has further reduced fire occurrence. 
Combined with greatly reduced numbers of animals and length of time grazing and changed 
forest management activities, this lack of fire has allowed the current conditions of fuels 
buildup and high stand density. The District is currently implementing a program of natural 
fuels reduction on a landscape scale, designed to emulate the fire return intervals in 
appropriate biophysical environments (warm/dry sites). Approximately 29 percent of the 
forested land within the watershed is warm/dry sites. 

Early settlers' accounts suggest, that for eons proceeding European settlement, natives 
intentionally set fire to the forest floor during the early fall months in order to destroy brush 
for the purposes of improving hunting opportunities for deer, elk, etc., and to provide better 
growing conditions for opportunistic post-fire berry crops (mostly huckleberries). However, 
many fires were caused by lightening and burned unchecked from mid-July to snowfall. 

The net and cumulative result of aggressive fire suppression during the past century has been 
a gradual accumulation of flammable ground litter and considerable increase in the growth of 
understory thickets of thinner-barked "true" firs that are not as fire-resistant as the thicker
barked larch, ponderosa pine, and Douglas fir. The precise effects of this gradual change in 
the fire-suppression related composition of upland flora are still incompletely understood. 
Fires that "escape" initial control/containment efforts tend to burn hotter and expose more 
soil to subsequent erosion and may cause more "fine" silts to be transported downstream. 

Current Conditions 
(Source: WWNF UPR Biological Assessment) 

The general trend throughout this watershed is for stands to be ponderosa pine-dominated at 
lower elevations (from 4400 to 6000 feet), changing to mixed conifer and fir-dominated 
stands at higher elevations and draw bottoms. The upper elevations of the area (6400 feet 
and above) are patchy, open, sage-, grass-, and forb-dominated stands with some scattered 
trees, timbered stringers, and areas with little or no vegetation. The predicted fire behavior 
for the majority of the watershed is moderate. However, some areas have,a high rating, 
mainly due to mortality and a continuous loading of ladder fuels. The heavier fuels are 
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mainly associated with the fir-dominated stands in the cool and cold biophysical 
environments, and riparian areas. Fuel loadings for the area range from less than I to 24 tons 
per acre. There are areas where the accumulations exceed the average of6 to 12 tons per 
acre. Throughout the upper elevations of this watershed are areas with little or no vegetation 
that are currently functional fuel breaks. The debris that has accumulated thus far is the 
result of natural succession and past management activities and management choices. The 
predicted fire behavior is determined from the "average worst" fire weather situation defined 
as: 80 OF to 90 OF., 15 to 20 percent relative humidity, 10 to 15 mile per hour wind speed, 
and 4 weeks since significant rainfall (0.10 inches or greater). 

Since 1970, 184 wildfires have been recorded within the watershed on National Forest 
system lands. They were generally low-intensity fires that were suppressed at less than one 
acre in size. Ninety-five of these fires were lightning-caused, occurring randomly throughout 
the drainage. The remaining 89 fires were human-caused or of unknown origin. Many of the 

. human-caused fires are related to the recreation activities and private residences surrounding 
Phillips Reservoir. No large fires (over 100 acres) are recorded within this watershed. 
However, two large fires occurred in adjacent watersheds and burned into the UPR 
watershed. Huckleberry (in 1986, approximately 3,800 acres burned in UPR, including 
private land) and Sloans Ridge (in 1996, approximately 3,800 acres burned in UPR, 
including private property) were high-intensity, stand-replacing fires. Sunflower, another 
large fire from 1986, burned up to the boundary of this watershed, but did not cross over. 
Two other large fires were just outside this watershed (Elkhorn and Biue Canyon). The 
number of fires that have occurred on lands of other ownership is unknown, but is expected 
to be equal in number and distribution to those on National Forest System lands. No large 
fires have occurred on non-National Forest lands. 

Currently five fire behavior fuel models depict the current condition over the majority of this 
watershed. The existing fuel profile is based on 13 fuel models for estimating fire behavior 
developed by Rothermel (1972) and Albini (1976). These fuel models are classified into four 
groups: grass, brush, timber, and slash. These fuel models are tools to help estimate fire 
behavior. They are for the severe period of the fire season when wildfires pose greater 
control problems and impact on land resources, and are not designed to model prescribed 
fire. Models only consider ground fire behavior, not crown fires. 

Fire behavior fuel models 2 and 9 best depict the pine-dominated stands and the sage and 
grasslands within the watershed. The fire behavior characteristics of fuel model 2 include 
conditions in which the fire spread is primarily through the fine herbaceous fuels, either 
curing or dead . These are surface fires where the herbaceous material (besides litter and 
dead-down stem wood from the open shrub or timber overstory) contributes to the fire 
intensity. Open sage lands with scattered pine and encroaching pine regeneration generally 
fit this model, as do the open stands at high elevation. The model may include clumps of 
fuels that generate higher intensities and may produce firebrands. 
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Fuel model 9 fire behavior characteristics include fires that are normally slow-burning with 
moderate flame heights, although the fire may encounter an occasional "jackpot" or heavy 
fuel concentration that can flare up. Only under severe weather conditions involving high 
temperatures, low humidities, and high winds do the fuels pose high fire hazards. Closed
canopy stands of ponderosa pine support fire in the compact litter layer, composed of mainly 
needles, leaves, and some twigs with little undergrowth present in the stand. Concentrations 
of dead-down woody material will contribute to possible torching out of trees, spotting, and 
crownmg. 

Fuel models 8 and 10 are represented in the closed-canopy, mixed conifer and fir-dominated 
stands, with fuel model 10 representing those stands with high volumes of large dead and 
down fuels, and fuel model 8 representing similar stands with less large dead fuel. These 
stands are generally on wetter sites that have a longer fire return interval. Upper-elevation 
north slope fir stands are generally fuel model 10. Both fuel models represent those stands 
typically found on north slopes in this watershed, in the cool and cold biophysical 
envirorunents that historically experienced long fire return intervals and stand-replacing fires. 
Some low-elevation overstocked pine stands fit this description also, such as the stands found 
along Deer Creek. These low elevation pine stands with heavy regeneration or fir 
encroachment in the understory will generally fit a fuel model 8. 

Slow-burning ground fires with low flame lengths are typical of these fuel models under 
most conditions. Individual tree torching and short-range spotting are common. Conditions 
of low humidities, high temperatures, and high winds will lead to high-intensity stand
replacing fires, with crowning, long-range spotting, and little possibility of control. Riparian 
areas throughout the majority of this watershed have a higher fuel loading and heavier 
canopy closure than the surrounding stands, and under dry conditions, will bum with the high 
intensities typical of these two fuel models. 

Fuel model 11 is represented in the stands that have been precommercially thinned in the last 
few years. Fires in this fuel model can bum with high rates of spread and high intensity. In 
most cases, the leave trees will not survive. Spacing of the slash, shading from the overstory, 
and aging of the fine fuels can help to limit the burning potential. 

Fuels Reduction and Fire Management Policy 

Fire Hazard in the RurallUrban Interface 

The number of permanent residents within the UPR watershed is increasing, as are seasonal 
residents and recreational visitors: This leads to increased concerns for all aspects of fire 
management. Incidents of human-caused fires are increasing, and expected to continue to 
rise with the increase in residential development. The greatest increase in permanent 
residents is occurring in the McEwen, Deer Creek, and Sumpter areas. Complexity and 
consequences of wildfires ar,e also increasing. Complexity of the prescribed bum program 
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will also increase, due to the influx of residents and summer visitors. Concerns over smoke 
and smoke management are already increasing. Many areas where private lands border 
National Forest lands now have homes and other structures adjacent to the property line. 
Response time for fire crews is critical in these cases, whether the fire start is on National 
Forest or private lands. To help resolve the fire hazard in the rural/urban interface, the 
WWNF (public lands) and ODF (private lands) have initiated a fuels reduction program. 

Prescribed Fire Policy 

The Forest Service desires to coordinate fuels reduction projects with activities on private 
land. There is a potential for cost-share government funding for landowners whose property 
is adjacent to public lands. Projects on private lands are being coordinated through the 
Oregon Department of Forestry. Both the Forest Service and the Oregon Department of 
Forestry began implementation of their integrated fuels reduction program in the area 
surrounding Sumpter during the summer of 2001. Agency goals are to lower the hazard (fuel 
loading) through thinning, slashing, prescribed burning, and perhaps mechanical treatments. 
Prescribed fire and other fuel treatment methods would be used to reduce or maintain fuel 
profiles to minimize potential damage to timbered stands and maintain visual and recreation 
values. A variety of fuel treatments would be used along the private property lines to reduce 
fire hazard. 

Many bum units will have a portion that is adjacent to private property. Every effort should 
be made to involve as many landowners as possible in cooperative fuels treatment projects. 
All burning must be scheduled and coordinated to minimize conflicts with the grazing 
rotation system, high-use recreation areas and periods ofuse, and other concerns. Within 
each bum unit are areas that will be avoided or protected from burning. Areas to be 
protected include streams, riparian zones, heritage sites, critical wildlife cover, rock outcrops, 
known raptor nest sites, threatened or endangered plant sites, forest improvements, and 
nonparticipating private land. Each bum unit will be evaluated before its prescription is 
written to adapt to specific concerns and changing conditions. 

A fire prevention program involving the rural fire protection district, ODF, and the Forest 
Service will provide information and assistance to private landowners to reduce the 
occurrences of human-caused fires. Fire managers will comply with the State of Oregon's 
Smoke Implementation Plan, the Federal Clean Air Act (minimizing PM-l 0 smoke 
emissions), and the Oregon Visibility Protection Plan, prepare Smoke Management Plan 
Data, and comply with smoke management advisories . 

To quicken response times, the Burnt Powder Fire Zone has had an engine crew stationed at 
the Hudspeth house in recent years. The house is a Forest Service administrative site just 
above Phillips Reservoir. 
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Prescribed fire will be used as a tool in the ecosystem to assist in improving forest health and 
maintenance. Where timber stand improvement activities are completed, prescribed fire will 
be used as a residue treatment, where compatible with other resource objectives. 

Within areas where no harvest or other vegetation treatment has taken place, prescribed 
burning will be used to treat natural fuel accumulations to improve or maintain overall stand 
health and reduce risk of resource damage from wildfires. The overall objective is to limit 
the size and intensity of wildfires in the watershed. 

To protect water quality, the Forest Service has included prescribed burning in its 
recommended actions listed in the back ofthe UPR Watershed Analysis. The objective is 
maintaining manageable fuel loadings and preventing stand replacement fires. With that goal 
comes a tremendous burden of proof the agency shoulders as it earns the public's trust in 
executing safe, responsible, and effective bums. Guidelines for prescribed fire include 
measures to obtain mosaic bums, protecting soil and other resources. Retaining soil duff 
layers and woody residue over 4 inches in diameter has a desirable effect on soil 
productivity. All effort should be made to avoid excessive exposure of mineral soil during 
prescribed bum operations, especially on highly erodible soils. Effects on water quality 
should be minimal. Prescribed fire may be allowed to "back into" wet areas, resulting in a 
low-intensity bum. Mineral-soil fireline within riparian areas will be avoided whenever 
possible. 

The WWNF is committed to a set of directions incorporated into their plans and originating 
from standards and guidelines in INFISH. INFISH established Riparian Habitat 
Conservation Areas (RHCAs), where riparian-dependent resources receive primary 
emphasis . The role ofRHCAs is to protect the attributes that contribute to proper riparian 
function . INFISH established Riparian Management Objectives (RMOs) for pool frequency, 
water temperature, large woody debris, bank stability, lower bank angle, and width/depth 
ratio. RHCA widths were established to protect the habitat components that affect RMOs, 
and also to minimize the possib ility of increasing stream sediment from the overland flow of 
disturbed surface material. RHCA widths are: fish-bearing streams, 300 feet; perennial non
fish-bearing and wetlands greater than 1 acre, 150 feet; intermittent streams and wetlands less 
than 1 acre, 50 feet. 

The public and participating Council members at the public meeting in Sumpter (February 7, 
2001) were informed that activities inside these areas were limited. Although RHCAs are 
sensitive areas with special management emphasis, treatments are allowed. 

INFISH allows management activities to occur within RHCAs where stream- or reach
specific data or watershed analysis supports the entry. Activities within RHCAs should 
proceed from the need or opportunity to improve or protect riparian habitat and function. 
Any activity should not retard the attainment ofRMOs. Site-specific analyses will need to 
consider the findings and evaluations of the landscape-scale factors found within the 
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watershed analysis or other information that may have been developed. Amending the width 
ofRHCAs should be undertaken with caution, as the resulting RHCA will be required to 
provide protection to riparian function from a variety of potential disturbances. 

One important consideration when determining whether to implement management activities 
within RHCAs, is that RHCAs and RMOs will be impacted by natural disturbances, such as 
from wildfire or insect attack . The consequences will depend on the scale and severity of the 
disturbance. For example, a large, intense wildfire will do substantial damage to riparian 
habitat. Where they would be effective, RHCA/RMO protection measures should include 
activities designed to reduce the negative effects from wildfires and other perturbations 
where they are likely to occur. 

Similarly, natural succession needs to be considered in protection strategies. Changes in 
stand structure and species composition will affect the susceptibility of riparian areas to 
disturbance. Successional changes and low levels of disturbance may facilitate achievement 
ofRMOs, such as for shade and coarse wood. However, these same changes may set the 
stage for a stand-destructive crown fire. 

Restorative management activities should be considered where site-specific analysis 
identifies a significant risk of a natural disturbance within a RHCA that could negatively 
affect attainment of RMOs, and where the treatment would be effective in alleviating the risk 
of those negative effects. This strategy applies only where the disturbance is likely to be of a 
size or intensity beyond what occurred historically, or where current watershed conditions 
cannot tolerate significant additional effects from a natural disturbance event, even one with 
historic precedence. As restoration activities are implemented across the landscape to 
increase the health, resiliency, and sustainability of the forest, it is logical to apply similar 
treatments within the RHCA where similar conditions exist, and where there would be no 
negative effects on RMOs. Within RMO influence zones, treatments would need to be 
modified to achieve as much remediation as possible, while not jeopardizing RMOs. 

Using Fire on a Landscape Basis 

Fire suppression policies, extensive railroad logging, and grazing since the tum of the 
century have resulted in changes in vegetation that have, in tum , caused higher than normal 
stocking levels, and an increase in fire-susceptible species in areas of high historical fire 
occurrence. The general stand conditions are changing from seral to climax; true firs are 
increasing, while ponderosa pine and western larch are decreasing. Stand density is 
increasing with the resulting increase in fuel loading. Sage is increasing in the upper 
elevation non-forested stands, reducing the health and vigor of the grass and forb component. 
Pine and other tree species are encroaching into the meadows and other open areas. In the 
mid and low elevations, extensive acreage of cured thinning slash have resulted from the 
need to reduce stocking levels throughout the ponderosa pine-dominated stands, increasing 
fire risk. Timber management activities that add dry fuel accumulations to these stands 
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increase the risk that they cannot be managed to maturity. Treatment of these fuel 

accumulations is necessary to reduce the hazard. As the stands move toward climax 
conditions, more ground and ladder fuels exist, increasing the probability of high-intensity 

fires . This trend is especially true within the Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas (RHCAs). 
In many cases, fuel conditions within the RHCAs are too high to allow underbuming without 
prior fuel treatments. 

Resource objectives will be used to guide levels and methods of fuel treatment within the 
watershed. The fuel and fire management objectives for this watershed are to identify, 
develop and maintain fuel profi les that contribute to the most cost-efficient fire protection 
program, responsive to overall land management goals and objectives; to be responsive to 
long-term site productivity, utilization opportunities, and air quality considerations. When a 
management activity contributes to an unacceptable fuel profile, that activity must be 
modified to reduce its accumulative contribution to the fuel profile and the fuels must be 
treated in ways that would reduce the profile rapidly. 

The role of fire will be considered where it furthers the management objectives. Most of the 
watershed is ideal for the use of prescribed fire to meet several different resource objectives 
consistent with current direction. Prescribed burning is a management tool that can be used 
to mimic natural fire regimes. It can: 1) reduce risk of severe fire that could substantially 
reduce long-term productivity; 2) maintain species that occur under the natural disturbance 
regimes; 3) reduce competition; 4) increase nutrients; 5) prepare sites for seeds or planting; 
6) improve range vegetation resources; and 7) create wildlife habitat. Prescribed fire will be 
used as a tool in the ecosystem to assist in improving forest health and maintenance. Where 
timber stand improvement activities are completed, prescribed fire will be used as a residue 
treatment, where compatible with other resource objectives. 

Fire promotes fire-resistant species and discriminates against fire-susceptible species. It 
helps build landscape and species diversity by removing dead , diseased and weakened 
individuals and rejuvenating forested communities. The creation and maintenance of pine
dominated stands has been important from a sanitary, tree-stocking standpoint. Fire has 
promoted and supported wildlife and plant species that are better adapted to areas of open, 
early seral vegetation and stand structures. 

Fire suppression will continue to be aggressive; however, tactics will emphasize "appropriate 
suppression response" that could allow a fire to bum to a natural barrier or fuel break where 
resistance to control is significantly reduced. 

Many of the individual cold biophysical stands in the northwest portion of the watershed are 
within the historical range of variability for susceptibility to larger scale and fairly high 
intensity disturbance (fire/insects) events. This means that they typically have infrequent but 
stand-replacing-type events. At the landscape level, in the northwest portion of the 
watershed, the composite of these cold biophysical stands interspersed with cooler fir stands 
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is probably at an increased risk to a larger scale fire due to an overall increased fuel 
loading/structure both within and between the cold and cooler biophysical stands. 

In this northwest portion of the watershed, the priority would be to try and treat some of the 
cooler biophysical stands with the intent of reducing fuel loading within individual stands to 
reduce the overall fuel loading and risk between stands. This way the overall landscape fuel 
mosaic and continuity could be broken up. 
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Agriculture 

Approximately 63,205 (61 percent) of the accessible acres in the UPR watershed are used for 
the production of livestock. Of this acreage, 55,700 acres are grazed forest land (out of 
66,600 acres of forested land); 4,700 acres are grazed rangeland; and 2,805 acres are irrigated 
pasture. Records show that up to 2,900 acres were irrigated for pasture and/or hay crops . 

Agriculture has been an enduring industry in the Sumpter Valley since about 1870. 
Historically, agriculture, mining, and timber were the economic drivers into the late 1970s. 
Agricultural production is dependent on the use of water for livestock, crops and the 
economic viability of farming operations. 

2001 Livestock Inventory - Sumpter Valley 1 

Private Lands: 
Numbers Class 

950 summer yearlings 
1700 cow/calf pairs 

Public Lands: 
-500 cow herd 

A few hundred yearlings are held over the winter. Adding the spring calf crop to the ranch 
raised yearlings means the total number of beef animals could number more than 5,000 head. 

Changes in livestock management and other management practices over the years are 
reversing many of the past grazing trends, although it will take many years to restore some 
areas, and some riparian zones may not recover to natural conditions. Range analysis 
accomplished over several areas of this watershed in the past decade indicates changes from 
studies completed in the late 1950s. Almost all rangelands surveyed recently show both 
satisfactory condition and upward soil and vegetation trends. 

Overgrazing usually means the exploitation of plants on a given range to the point of 
weakening their ability to recover in the latter part of the growing season. The term is often 
simplified and assumed to infer any perceived damage. For example, browsing of woody 
brush along streams could be a problem where cover is sparse or where cattle are allowed 
into an allotment too early in the beginning of the growing season when new stem growth is 
succulent (Stoddart and Smith 1995) . 

Grazing can be (and often is) an acceptable practice and can be applied as a management tool 
to accomplish some of the objectives listed in the environmental documents (i.e., controlling 
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invasions of trees and noxious weeds in natural meadows by allowing healthy stands of 
native grass to dominate). Improved livestock distribution to minimize the pressure in the 
stream bottoms and to take advantage of unused pasture on the hillsides could be 
accomplished by intensifying herd management through herding, salt placement, timing of 
rotations, and water developments. Reducing numbers may not prevent animals from 
concentrating in the stream bottoms. (Blue Mountain Natural Resources Institute) 

Grazing and timber harvest could be considered secondary to the effects of mining on 
streams and bull trout habitat. Properly implemented grazing and timber management will 
control activities that may affect the watershed, thus making them not likely to adversely 
affect bull trout (UPR High Priority Bull Trout Watershed Analysis) . 

Grazing Allotments 

There are 6 allotments within the UPR watershed (table 8). The allotments are: Blue 
Canyon, Bourne, Stovepipe, Hawley Gulch, Black Mountain, and Dean-Huck. Cattle 
grazing occurs on about 59 percent of the analysis area. About 2,088 animals presently graze 
within the 5 allotments. Grazing is one of the major influences in this watershed. The 
following information discusses grazing allotments from the time they were created to the 
present. 

The Black Mountain C&H Allotment (Dean Creek SWS) came into existence in 1964. It is 
currently run as a two-pasture, deferred rotation, with 77 cow/calf pairs from July1 to 
September 30 each year. Prior to 1964, this area was part of the Lockhart Grazing 
Allotment, that, in 1930, supported upwards of3,000 cow/calf pairs from late spring to late 
fall (heavy snowfall). The first Forest Service grazing permit was issued in 1930 . In 1946 
the permitted number was reduced to 1,033 cow/calf pairs. 

The Blue Canyon Allotment (Union/Bridge Creek SWS) was formed in 1942 , as the Blue 
Canyon S&G Allotment. At that time a Term Grazing Permit was issued for 3,200 sheep to 
graze the allotment from May 1 through November 30. Prior to that time the area had been 
grazed by horses, cattle, and sheep, with little regard to number or season . This practice had 
been in existence since around 1870 . During the early years after the allotment was formed, 
unauthorized use from private livestock was a considerable problem. In 1952 the permitted 
type of livestock was changed from sheep to cattle, and the allotment was changed from the 
Blue Canyon S&G to the Blue Canyon C&H Allotment. In 1956 the allotment was fenced 
for the first time. In 1969 a Term Grazing Permit was issued for 122 cow/calf pairs of cattle . 
Shortly thereafter the permit was reduced to 80 pair for resource protection. This reduction 
stemmed from the effects livestock were having on the area following a large timber sale. At 
this time the Term Permit for 80 cow/calf pairs is still in existence. Additionally, there is a 
Term Private Land Permit for 20 cow/calf pairs currently in existence on this allotment. It is 
unclear when this permit was originally issued. 
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The Bourne C&H Allotment (Upper and Lower Cracker Creek, Silver Creek, and Upper and 
Lower McCully Creek SWSs) was formed in 1954. It is currently run as a four-pasture 
straight rotation, with 320 cow/calf pairs permitted from July 1 to September 30 each year. 
The permittee has taken non-use on this allotment several times within the past seven years. 
Prior to 1954 this area had been the Bourne S&G Allotment, and had been stocked with 
various numbers of sheep since 1870. Bad market conditions for sheep, combined with 
problems with poisonous plants (tall larkspur) seem to have prompted the change into a cattle 
allotment. 

The Dean-Huck C&H Allotment (South Sumpter, Clear Creek and Deand Creek SWSs) was 
created in 1960s. It is currently run as a four-pasture deferred rotation system, supporting 
300 cow/calf pairs from May 20 through September 30 annually. In the 1870s this area was 
heavily grazed by private operations. The land was mostly privately owned by various 
timber companies that leased "grazing rights" through the 1920s. The number and type of 
animals that used this area during that time is unknown. It is quite likely that cattle, sheep, 
and horses were the primary livestock on the land, and that the numbers were in the 
thousands. It is known that the area was grazed from April through the end of November 
each year. In 1930 the Forest Service acquired much of the land. The entire area had been 
severely over-grazed by that time. The first Forest Service grazing permits were issued at 
that time. From 1936 to 1946 the area was grazed by the Sumpter Valley Grazing 
Association, with 560 cow/calf pairs. The area was eventually divided into the Huckleberry 
and the Dean Creek grazing allotments. In 1973 these allotments were combined and the 
Gold Center, Boulder, Bull Run, and Gray Buck areas were added. The allotment was used 
in this configuration until 1986, when the permittees asked that they be allowed to graze only 
the southern portion of the allotment. In 1997 a new EA and AMP were completed that 
removed all the area that had been added to the allotment in 1973. 

The Hawley Gulch C&H Allotment (Upper Deer Creek and Sumpter SWSs) is currently run 
as a two-pasture deferred rotation system that provides forage for 50 cow/calf pairs from July 
1 to September 30. This area was originally grazed in the 1870s as part of an open range 
area. The exact numbers, class of livestock, and grazing season are unknown. In the 1930s 
the Sheep Creek Allotment was formed. It appears that usage varied back and forth between 
cattle and sheep for some time. In 1943 this area was separated out as the Crevice Creek 
Allotment, and there were 231 cow/calf pairs under permit. In 1955 the Hawley Gulch C&H 
Allotment was formed. The new allotment removed the northern portion of the allotment 
that was then added to the Stovepipe C&H Allotment. A new grazing permit was issued in 
1955 for 100 cow/calf pairs on the newly formed Hawley Gulch Allotment. In 1962, the 
number of permitted livestock was reduced to 75 cow/calf pairs. In 1967, this was further 
reduced to the present level of 50 pair. A new EA!AMP was completed for this allotment in 
1991. 

The Stovepipe C&H Allotment (Union/Bridge Creek, Upper, Middle and Lower Deer Creek 
and North Sumpter SWSs) presently runs a three-pasture deferred rotation grazing system 
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that permits grazing for 266 cow/calf pairs from June 1 through September 30. The actual 
use varies from that specified on the permit, and is most generally from July 1 through 
October 30. Around 1870 this area began being used a pasture for several thousand sheep. 
The Deer Creek area was also heavily used for the grazing of cattle. It seems that the higher 
elevation open areas were used more for sheep grazing, while the lower elevation, more 
forested areas were used for cattle and horses. Around 1943 the Deer Creek Allotment was 
incorporated into the Stovepipe Allotment. In 1955 the Crevice Creek Allotment was added . 

The relationships between grazing management and riparian health are still being uncovered. 
Changes in the past few years, such as improved fencing, exclosures around sensitive areas, 
cooperative permittees, and similar actions are resulting in gradual improvements. The 
ODFW and NRCS provide technical assistance and work with private landowners to improve 
management operations. 

Data and Measurement Standards 

"There is currently no data available for grasslands vegetation, other than that is collected 
during allotment inspections that measure utilization of forage , among other things" (UPR 
Watershed Analysis) . In order for a range site to be in satisfactory condition, the forage 
condition has to be at least fair and have a stable trend. Indicators of an upward trend are: 

•	 an increase of palatable (desirable) forage plants 

•	 establishment of perennial plants on areas of erosion 

• vigorous growth of browse plants
 

• other desirable plants appear vigorous
 

•	 abundant plant litter material (without dominating the site/suppressing 
growth) 
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Table 8. Grazing Allotments 

Drainage SWS# SWS Acres AlIotmentfUnit AUMs Acres of Unit 
IU nion/Bridge 20B 5,8 10 Blu e Canyon/CA Gulch 46 796 

Blu e CanyonIBlue Cany. 14 501 
Stovepipe/M iners 303 3,237 

Lo wer Deer 20C 8,225 Stovepipe/Miners 171 1,819 
Stovepipe/Baboon 167 3,30 1 

Middle Deer 20D 8,500 Stovepipe/Ba boon 308 6,102 
Stovepipe/Dee r 21 320 
tHawleylEa st 21 254 

Upper Deer 20E 8,360 Stov epip e/Deer 441 6,836 
Stovepip e/Baboon 1 13 
tHawley/Ea st & West 7 94 

IN .Sumpter Val 20F 8,495 tHawleylEast 74 902 
tHawleyfWest 100 1,359 
Stovepipe/Dee r 14 2 12 

L ower Cracker 20G 8,730 lBourne/Pole 212 4,628 

lEourne/Cracker 261 2,511 

lEourne/Spaul ding 1 10 
Silver 20H 8,100 lEourne/Sil ver 429 5,488 

lBourne/Cracker 72 69 1 
Bourne/Spaulding 1 16 

[upper Cracke r 201 4,835 lBourne/Silver 2 20 

Boume/Pole 1 10 

Bourne/Cracker 397 3,8 17 

u.wr McCully 20J 6,180 Bourne/Cracker 84 920 

[upr McCully 20K 7,105 Bourne/Cracker 3 29 

Bourne/Silver 1 18 

IS. Sumpter Val 20L 11,590 Dean-Huck/Huckleberry 436 3,204 

Dean-Huck/M cHe nry 282 2,548 

Clear 20M 9,280 Dean-HuckIDean 243 2,000 

Dean-Huck/McHenry 113 933 

lDean 20N 7,865 Dean-HuckID ean 202 1,823 

Dean-Huc k/Sheep Rock 402 4,840 

Bla ck MtnlMtn 106 1,048 

Beginning in 1997 the WWNF adopted the poli cy ofjudging riparian conditions as they 
pert ain to the range resource, and the allocation of forage, through the PFC (Properly 
Functionin g Condition) method. Although PFCs have not been conducted on all streams 
within this watershed, curr ent plans includ e performing PFCs on a greater number of streams 
across the WWNF Baker Ranger District. As these PFCs are performed, site-specific 
information will become available, and the allow able utili zation within certain riparian areas 
may be adjusted. 
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Wit h the implementation ofINFISH, the measurement method for utilization will be changed 

somewhat. Ut ilization will be based on stubble heights as outlined within INFISH. Riparian 

areas that are assessed to be at PFC will be grazed in a manner that leaves an average stubble 

height of 4 to 6 inches. Those assessed to be FAR (Functioning At Risk), or NF (Not 

Functional) will be grazed in a manner that leaves an average stubble height greater than 6 

inches. This stubb le he ight monitoring will be conducted primari ly by the permittees, and 

will be randomly checked for accuracy by WWNF personnel. 

In general, two inches in height at the end of the season has bee n considered adequate and 

equiv alent to the 80 percent (by weight) standard. Variables like soi ls, ava ilab le moisture, 

and plant community types make it difficult to set fixed standards. The majority of leaf and 
stem mass are at the base of the plant so that most of the weight is nearest to the ground. 

Four inches may work-leaning on the side of conservatism, allowing a margin of error. 
Leavi ng six inches at the end of each season will retard new spring growth, form a mat of 

dead and dry litter, and decrease available forage . Repetition over several years perpetuates a 
cycle of declining capacity, decreasing live, green ground cover, and increased erosion. 

Table 9 shows the per cent utilization of forage by stream reach by livestock. These 

utilization measurements reflect present measurement methods used by the WWNF. 

Table 9. Percent Utilization in Str eam Reach by L ivestock 

Allot me nt Unit S tream 

IBIue Canyon CA Gulch Upland 

lDean-Huck Sheep Dean Crk 

Sheep .L.Dean Crk 

McHenry Clear Crk 

tHuckleberry lHcklbry Crk 

tHuckleberry rvVorIey Spr 

lHawley Gulch tw est tHaw ley Glch 

lEast /Mud Spr 

Stovepipe tBaboon iAlder Crk 

tBaboon /Miners Crk 

lBaboon to ·Baboon 

tMiners to nion Crk 

lMiners ISmith Crk 

lDeer lDeer Crk 

lDeer Crevice Crk 

Black Mtn lMountain S tringer 

)3ourne 1P0ie Creek 1P 0le Crk 

* rested allotment or pasture, no data recorded 

SWS 1991 1992 
20B 15 15 

20N 65 60 

20N -- 60 

20M 25 60 

20L - 60 

20L - 70 

20F 60 70 

20F - 55 

20D 55 55 

20C - 55 

20D - -

20B 65 45 

20C - I 50 

20E 70 25 

20E -  -
20N - 10 

20G *0 

1993 
17 

33 

42 

50 

41 

40 

55 

55 

-
25 

25 

25 

-
-
-
25 

1994 
-
-
-
38 

37 

35 

47 

48 

40 

23 

32 

12 

38 

26 

30 

35 

1995 
-

15 

15 

10 

10 

-

-
35 

- 

30 

-

35 

35 

30 

40 

25 

1996 
--
*0 

*0 

*0 

23 

-

57 

-
31 

39 

30 

8 

35 

32 

38 

30 

*0 

1997 
-
21 
34 
27 
23 
39 
26 
45 
12 
26 
14 
7 

29 
10 
28 
24 
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Many acres of surrounding lands are privately owned and grazed as well, often in 

conjunction with permits on National Forest land. Approximately 5,000 AUMs are grazed 
on National Forest system lands in this watershed. There is a wide variety of rangeland 
vegetation present within the UPR Watershed, from riparian zones to upland vegetation. 

Fish and Wildlife 

Fish and wildlife are valuable resources . They provide an economic value in the number of 
dollars spent in the local economy by sports enthusiasts. Fish provide for the quality of life 
their presence provides to local residents. 

Fisheries 

Identification of Listed Species 

The USFWS published a final rule listing the ColumbiaRiver Distinct Population Segment of 
bull trout as a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act (Federal Register: June 
10, 1998, 63:111). This ruling became final on July 10,1998. This listing includes the bull 
trout found in the UPR section 7 watershed located in the WWNF Baker Ranger District. 

On June 15,1998, the USFS and the BLM submitted a Biological Assessment (BA) to, and 
requested consultation with , the USFWS regarding the effects of the continued 
implementation ofthe USFS Land and Resource Management Plans (Forest Plans) and BLM 
Resource Management Plans (RMPs), as amended .. ., on listed bull trout. The two land 
agencies incorporated by amendment directives from their agreements found in INFISH. In 
the BA, the USFS and BLM determined that continued implementation of the Plans was "not 
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the bull trout , but that the continued 
implementation of the Plans may affect and likely adversely affect bull trout". On August 
14, 1998, the USFWS issued the Biological Opinion (BO) on the effects of continued 
implementation of the LRlVIPs on listed bull trout in accordance with section 7 of the 
Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (ESA) (16 U.S .C 1531 et seq.). The USFWS 
determined that the actions, as proposed by the USFS and BLM, when considered 
cumulatively, are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of bull trout in the 
Columbia Basin and Klamath Basin distinct population segments (DPSs). 

INFISH was adopted as interim direction in the fall of 1995 to protect inland native fish and 
aquatic habitat. Following the interim period, INFISH was incorporated into the Forest Plans 
ofUSFS Regions 5 and 6. INFISH identified six stream habitat features that at the present 
time can be quantitatively measured using USFS Region 6 survey procedures that can then be 
used to determine existing stream habitat conditions. The six habitat features are: pool 
frequency, water temperature, large woody material per mile, percent bank stability, lower 
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bank angle, and width-to-depth ratio. The habitat objectives for these six habitat features that 
define good stream health, were determined based on published and nonpublished scientific 
literature, and existing stream survey data, and can be used to determine in-stream 
conditions, provided the stream has been surveyed. More information regarding this 
rationale, and interim numerical objectives for each habitat feature, can be found in the 

Inland Native Fish Strategy Environmental Assessment (1995). 

As of this date, the USFWS has not yet designated critical habitat for the bull trout. The 
Baker Ranger District will consider all stream/river reaches that are presently, or were 
thought to be historically, occupied by bull trout in the Upper Powder River subbasin as 
critical habitat until the USFWS designates such habitat. 

To date, about II of the 36 identified streams within this watershed have been surveyed 
using the USFS Region 6 stream survey method. All eleven streams were surveyed prior to 
the publication of the INFISH objectives, and only pool frequency, large wood per mile and 
width:depth ratios were collected. Studies have shown that long-term reductions in Large 
Woody Material lower the retentive capacity of streams to hold organic matter and result in 
less cover for rearing salmonids (USFS 1997b). 

Historical Perspective 

Gold was discovered near the current Sumpter townsite in 1862 . The town of Sumpter 
quickly grew to a population of several thousand people. Smaller communities also became 
established within the area. The establishment of ranches and timber harvesting activities 
followed the development of the area for mining. The National Forest System lands were 
established in the early 1900s . Significant dredging operations occurred along the Powder 
River up until the late 1940s. Mason Dam was constructed in the late 1960s, creating 
Phillips Reservoir. The dam serves as a barrier to migrating fish . These activities are 
evidenced by historic sites representing irrigation and mining ditches, access roads for timber 
and mining, railroad grades, cabins, sheds, and hard-rock and placer remnants. 

Decimation of the beaver populations during the mid-1800s, followed by placer mining, 
railroad logging, and extreme over-grazing in the late 1800s initiated changes that are visible 
today. Gold dredges operated in the early to mid 1900s and extreme over-grazing continued 
until just after World War II . All of these activities had their most detrimental effects in the 
draws and stream channels of the watershed, causing long-term changes in channel 
morphology and riparian plant communities. 

There is little or no data that documents the historic riparian configurations of the UPR 
watershed. General understanding of the predisturbance riparian conditions can be based on 
fluvial processes and basic geomorphic conditions under which they operated. Valley width 
and gradient in the low elevations would have allowed for meandering stream types that 
develop in depo sitional environments. The key component for these stream types is the 
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abili ty of the stream to create and occupy a floodplain. The main Powder River, Cracker 

Creek, Lower McCully Creek, Deer Creek, and low gradient (2 percent or less) portions of 
tributaries of the Powder River would all have occupied floodplains . Meandering channels 
with dense hardwood stands would have been common on these stream segments. Meadow 
segments of streams, often controlled and maintained by beaver dams, would often have been 
dominated by sedge communities and narrow, deep, stream channels. 

Steeper gradients, from 2 percent to 4 percent, would have had fewer/smaller depositional 
features . Streamside sedges and narrow bands of hardwoods would have been bounded by 

conifer forests in these narrower valley bottoms. Gradients above 4 percent would have been 
dominated by conifers with narrow and patchy riparian plant associations. Channel bottom 
configurations would have been primarily step-pools formed in down wood and boulders. 

Mason Dam is the downstream extent of the UPR watershed. It dams the Powder River, 
creating Phillips Lake. Construction of the dam started in 1966 and was completed in 1968, 
in time to deliver its first irrigation water in that year. The Bureau of Reclamation built the 
dam. It is managed by the Baker Valley Irrigation District. The authorizing legislation for 
the dam lists irrigation, flood control, and instream fish flows as management objectives. 

The construction of the Thief Valley dam in 1931 blocked the migration of salmon and 
steelhead into the Upper Powder River. These populations had provided a very large input of 
nutrients into the system that supported an unknown and likely very different and very 
diverse aquatic and terrestrial ecology. The construction of Mason Dam in 1966-1968 and 
the filling of Phillips Reservoir flooded a large portion of the low gradient, meandering 
stream types of the watershed. 

The low and moderate gradient streams of the watershed have been most severely affected by 
disruptions to their floodplains and to their ability to occupy the floodplain. The most 
extreme example of this disruption is the consequence of the gold dredge tailings on Cracker 
Creek, Lower McCully, and the Powder River. The tailing material is too large, too high 
above the level of flood waters, and of too great a volume for the streams and rivers to work 
the material. As a consequence, the channels are confined, deposition of fines is very 
minimal, and there is no soil or fluvial features to support the complex plant associations that 
once occupied these sites. In addition, roads that often are located on old rail grades, and 
abandoned rail grades themselves confine many channels, operating similarly though less 
extremely than the tailings to prevent natural fluvial function. Many of the moderate 
gradient streams of the watershed are downcut from erosional processes (generally 
headcutting) that started during the heavy impact activities in the watershed. Segments of 
Dean Creek and Clear Creek are examples of this process. Placer mining and possibly 
hydraulic mining in ephemeral draws throughout the watershed, accompanied by severe 
vegetative disturbance from grazing and historic clear cutting have led to severe down 
cutting. Miners, Birch, Bridge Creeks, and Buck Gulch drainages show this effect. It is 
difficult to know what type of vegetation these draws would have supported. 
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Bull Trout 

From anecdotal evidence, observations, and historical records, it is evident that bull trout 
were more widely distributed than they currently are. ODFW records indicate that bull trout 
could once be found in Fruit Creek and the Powder River as well as the streams they 
presently occupy. 

Present Distribution 

Three subpopulations of bull trout currently occupy the UPR watershed and comprise the 
UPR metapopulation. These resident subpopulations currently occupy portions of Lake, 
Little Cracker, and Silver Creeks. The Upper Powder River populations, in general, have 
been depleted through habitat modification and truncation of migration routes by the Snake 
and Powder river dams. The UPR watershed is in one (Powder River) of the four remaining 
basins with documented populations of bull trout as identified by INFISH (USFS 1997b) . 
Within this watershed the bull trout subpopulations are fragmented. Silver Creek, a tributary 
of Cracker Creek, contained bull trout that ranged in size from two to eight inches indicating 
multiple age classes. It is presumed that bull trout are also utilizing Cracker Creek; however, 
to date, no confirmation of bull trout presence have been made. 

To date it has been determined that bull trout are rearing in Silver, Lake and Little Cracker 
Creeks. The presence of bull trout in Lake, Silver, and Little Cracker Creeks was verified by 
WWNF(1993) and ODFW crews (1990) using electrofishing survey techniques. Surveys 
conducted in 1999/2000 found no bull trout in Baboon, Bridge, and Smith Creeks. Further 
surveys are planned to determine if bull trout are using Deer Creek during portions ofthe 
year. Phillips Reservoir will also be surveyed to determine if-bull trout are utilizing the 
reservoir as over-wintering/rearing habitat. 

Bull trout are known to spawn in upper Silver Creek. It is assumed that bull trout also spawn 
in Lake Creek, although this has yet to be determined. Bull trout are known to occur in Little 
Cracker Creek, although it is unknown whether it is used for spawning. It is not known 
whether bull trout are using upper Cracker Creek or Deer Creek for spawning purposes. 

Life History and Habitat Requirements 

Bull trout research indicates that the fish have rather specific habitat requirements and that 
they are prone to habitat disruption and fragmentation. Habitat characteristics that appear to 
be particularly important to bull trout include: stream channel stability, habitat complexity, 
substrate composition, water temperature, and the presence of migratory corridors. With 
some exceptions, most of the remaining bull trout populations are in the least disrupted 
subwatersheds within the UPR watershed. 
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Bull trout spawn in the fall from August to November, when water temperatures range from 
5 to 9 °C (41 to 48 OF), and the embryos incubate over the winter. Hatching occurs in late 
winter or early spring; however, the alevins may feed and grow within the gravel for an 
extended period after yolk absorption. Fry emergence occurs from April through May after 
peak flows have occurred and water velocities and volume have started to decline. Optimal 
water temperatures for egg incubation ranges from 2 to 4 °C (34 to 39 OF). Optimal water 
temperatures for bull trout growth and production ranges from 7 to 8 °C (44 to 46 OF). Once 
temperatures exceed 59 of , bull trout growth and production declines. 

Bull trout populations can contain both resident and migratory forms throughout their range . 
The lack of records documenting any catches of bull trout from Phillips Reservoir suggests 
that the migratory form (fluvial/adfluvial) of bull trout was eliminated when the Thief Valley 
and Mason Dams were constructed in 1931 and 1968. Resident bull trout life forms spend 
their entire lives in small headwater streams while the migratory life form tends to spend 
several years in tributary streams and then migrate downstream to larger streams and rivers 
or lakes. The loss of the fluvial and adfluvial bull trout life histories is a major concern with 
regards to the viability and stability of the bull trout populations within the UPR watershed. 
Migratory fish are larger than resident fish, have greater reproductive potential, and may be 
less likely to hybridize with brook trout because of the large size differences (USFS 1996). 
Resident adults tend to range in size from 150 to 300 millimeters (6-12 inches) in length 
while migratory bull trout commonly exceed 600 millimeters (24 inches). First maturity in 
migratory forms occurs between 5 and 7 years. Both annual and alternate spawning may 
occur. 

Distribution maps are products from surveys for presence only and are an estimated measure 
of summertime distribution during minimum flows, a time when distribution is restrained by 
water levels. Summer is the time of year that the species is most likely using entire reaches 
as rearing grounds. 

When the UPR watershed was selected as a high priority bull trout watershed, the availabl e 
data suggested that McCully Fork had suitable habitat and offered potential for expansion 
into that drainage. McCully Fork provides municipal water for the city of Sumpter. 
Watershed and riparian health is generally rated as excellent, with high quality water. No 
bull trout were found in McCully Fork Creek during recent surveys by the WWNF. The 
surveys did not use sampling techniques focused on finding rare fish. Further work is needed 
to conclusively verify their presence or absence. 

Bull trout are known to spawn in upper Silver Creek. It is assumed that bull trout are also 
spawning in Lake Creek, although this has yet to be determined. A small number of bull 
trout observed in Little Cracker Creek . It is unknown whether bull trout are using upper 
Cracker Creek or Deer Creek for spawning purposes. 
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The ODFW and the WWNF conducted spawning ground surveys for bull trout in Silver 
Creek during 1996, 1997 and 1998. These counts were made as part of a bull trout research 
project. The spawning nests ( redds) were counted to evaluate the effectiveness of spawning 
ground surveys (redd counts) to assess the size of resident (as opposed to migratory) bull 

trout populations. 

In 1998 a second technique for fish population assessment was used to compare to the results 
of the spawning ground survey. The same area of Silver Creek that was counted for the 
spawning ground survey was sampled for fish using visual counts by snorkelers. Snorkel 
counts were calibrated by counting with snorkelers sections that were blocked with nets to 
limit the movement of fish, and sampled with a multiple pass removal process. This created 
a calibration for the snorkel counts. An estimate was calculated of the number bull trout 
greater than 150 millimeters (6 inches). The estimated number was the number observed 
multiplied by the calibration. The minimum size was used because earlier work showed bull 
trout were sexually mature at that size . 

The 1998 spawning ground survey counted 36 bull trout redds. The snorkel counts estimated 
the number of mature fish at 885. This indicates spawning ground surveys in Silver Creek 
are not an effective method to assess the size of the bull trout population. This is most likely 
because of the small size and visual subtlety of the redds created by small fish, and the fine
grained nature of the stream substrate (granitic) . ODFW conducted bull trout redd count 
surveys on Silver Creek in 1996 and 1997. In 1996 they counted 7 bull trout redds; in 1997 
they counted 18 bull trout redds . The differences between years can be attributed to the fact 
that surveyors had a better idea what to look for the second time they surveyed. Spawning 
ground surveys could be used in Silver Creek to determine the presence or absence of 
spawning in a particular reach of stream, as well as the time period that spawning takes place. 

It is suspected that the bull trout population in Lake Creek has been impacted by brook trout 
introduction. Brook trout have been found in Lake Creek, a tributary of Deer Creek. 
Limited fish sampling in the Upper Powder River found only one brook trout in Little 
Cracker Creek (ODFW 1990) . The fact that brook trout have been located in a tributary to 
Phillips Reservoir makes it possible for them to have access to the habitat currently being 
used by bull trout (USFS 1997b) . More importantly, brook trout hybridize with bull trout. 
The genetic consequence is sterile gametes. ODFW is addressing the issue by encouraging 
the harvest of brook trout. 
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The following information on substrate embeddedness, large woody material, pool frequency 
and quality, large pools , off-channel habitat and refugia are taken from the UPR Biological 
Assessment, pg. II-55, under Habitat Conditions - 3, Habitat Elements. This information 

applies to bull trout. 

Substrate Embeddedness 

The regional stream survey method (Hankin & Reeves) was used to record cobble 
embeddedness levels by stream reach. Stream substrates showing sediment levels 
less than 35 percent were considered not embedded while stream substrates showing 
sediment levels greater than 35 percent were considered embedded. 

Bull Trout Subpopulations within the Upper Powder River Watershed 

Both reaches of Silver Creek (20H) showed signs of elevated fines within the cobble 
substrate as 16 (73 percent) of the 22 samples in reach one showed cobble 
embeddedness levels greater than 35 percent. Six (75 percent) of the eight samples 
taken in reach two of Silver Creek showed cobble embeddedness levels greater than 
35 percent. The fact that Silver Creek flows through granitic soils would partly 
explain the high cobble embeddedness levels ; however, extensive logging in the 
headwaters of Silver Creek that lies on private land, have likely exacerbated the 
cobble embeddedness problems as well. (see table 10) 

Little Cracker (201) and Lake Creeks (20D) have yet to be surveyed using the stream 
survey protocol (Hankin & Reeves) and there is currently no data available to make 
an assessment of the level of substrate embeddedness. 

Due to the lack of stream habitat data for Little Cracker and Lake Creeks,the 
conservative assumption is that both Little Cracker and Lake Creeks are functioning 
at an unacceptable risk for substrate embeddedness. Available stream survey data 
would also support the fact that Silver Creek is also functioning at an unacceptable 
risk for substrate embeddedness as it relates to bull trout rearing areas. Little Cracker 
Creek flows through mostly private land and has been extensively impacted by 
logging and placer mining along much of it entire length. Lake Creek has a road, a 
trailhead, and an active mine , and likely has elevated sediment levels. 

Large Woody Material 

Large woody material comprises the medium and large wood categories as defined 
in the regional stream survey protocol (USFS 1997a). Large Woody Material (LWM) 
levels across the Upper Powder River watershed ranged from a low of 0 pieces per 
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mile in reach one of Clear Creek to a high of 150 pieces per mile in reach four of 

Wind Creek. 

Bull Trout Subpopulations within the Upper Powder River Watershed 

Both reaches of Silver Creek (20H) exceed the large wood per mile objective as 
defined by the Inland Native Fish Strategy (INFISH). At the time of the survey, 
reach one of Silver Creek had about 56 pieces of large wood per mile, while reach 
two had about 71 pieces of large wood per mile. Both long- and short-term sources 
of LWM (large woody material) are available to Silver Creek for recruitment, and the 
assumption is that Silver Creek is functioning appropriately for this particular 
habitat element. (see table 10) 

Due to the past management activities that have occurred along Little Cracker Creek 
(201), the assumption is that Little Cracker Creek is functioning at an unacceptable 
risk. Visual inspections of Lake Creek (20D) show substantial downed wood in the 
channel and substantial recruitable wood within the RHCA. However, there are no 
surveys of this channel and it is assumed that it is functioning at risk for this 
particular habitat element until demonstrated to be otherwise. 

Other Streams within the Upper Powder River Watershed 

As noted in table 10, Stream Survey Summary Data, reach one of Union Creek (20B) 
did not meet the LWM per mile objective, as Region 6 stream surveys showed that it 
averages 3 pieces ofLWM per mile . Reach two of Union Creek exceeds the LWM 
objective, as it averaged 36 pieces of LWM per mile. Within SWS 20 D and E, all 
six reaches of Deer Creek exceeded the LWM per mile objective; Crevice Creek also 
exceeded the LWM per mile objective of at least 20 pieces of large wood per mile of 
stream. Both reaches of Cracker Creek (20G) failed to meet the minimum LWM per 
mile requirement. All four reaches of Wind Creek exceeded the LWM per mile 
objective as did both reaches of Pole Creek. Both reaches of Fruit Creek (20H) and 
McCully Forks Creek (20J) also met the minimum LWM per mile objective of20 
pieces per mile. Both reaches of Clear Creek (20M) and Dean Creek (20N) failed to 
meet the LWM per mile objective. It is assumed that Union Creek is functioning at 
'r isk, and that Cracker, Clear and Dean Creeks are rated as functioning at 
unacceptable risk for LWM. Deer, Crevice, Wind, Pole, Fruit and McCully Forks 
Creeks are functioning appropriately for LWM. 
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Pool Frequency and Quality 

Bull Trout Subpopulations within the Upper Powder River Watershed 

The WWNFs stream survey data indicates (table 10) that both reaches of Silver Creek 
failed to meet the pool frequency criteria. Reaches one and two had an average 
wetted width of 10 and 17 feet, respectively; this translates into an expected pools per 
mile frequency of 60 and 39 for reaches one and two . Actual pool frequency for . 
Silver Creek was 10 and 17, respectively. The low pool frequency within Silver 
Creek would categorize it as functioning at an unacceptable risk for this particular 
habitat element. Due to the lack of pool frequency data for Little Cracker and Lake 
Creeks, it is assumed that they both are functioning at risk for this particular habitat 
element until demonstrated otherwise. All three of these streams are assumed to be 
functioning at an unacceptable risk due to the fact that pool frequencies are 
considerably lower than values required for functioning appropriately, and due to the 
lack of data to determine overall pool quality. 

Other Streams within the Upper Powder River Watershed 

Both reaches of Union Creek (20B) do not meet the pool frequency criteria as set 
forth in the bull trout matrix. The Region Six stream survey data showed that both 
reaches of Union Creek average 17 and 2 pools per mile. Within SWS 20D and E, all 
six reaches of Deer Creek failed to meet the pool frequency criteria as set forth in the 
bull trout matrix; Crevice Creek also failed to meet the pool frequency criteria. 
Within SWS 20G, both reaches of Cracker Creek failed to meet the pool frequency 
criteria, as did all four reaches of Wind Creek and both reaches of Pole Creek. (see 
table 10) 

Within SWS 20B, both reaches of Fruit Creek and McCully Forks Creek failed to 
meet the pool frequency criteria. Both reaches of Clear Creek (20M) and Dean 
Creek (20N) also failed to meet the pool frequency criteria (table 10). 

Pool quality across the UPR watershed is unknown. While there are no criteria to use 
to evaluate how many pieces of debris should be in a pool, it is logical to assume that 
one or more pieces would be desirable. Given the unknown status of the pool 
frequency and quality across the watershed, all of the above mentioned subwatersheds 
within the UPR watershed are rated as functioning at unacceptable risk for pool 
frequency and quality. 
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Large Pools 

The Baker Ranger District fisheries biologist and hydrologist feel that this particular 
habitat indicator is more appropriate for larger systems, such as Cracker Creek and 
the Powder River itself. The small size of the tributaries within the UPR watershed 
do not lend themselves to the creation of large pool habitat greater than one meter 
(3.3 feet) deep. Large pools are relatively uncommon across the UPR watershed 

(table 10). 

Bull Trout Subpopulations within the Upper Powder River Watershed 

At the time it was surveyed, reach one of Silver Creek had an average of four large 
pools per miIe of stream; reach two of Silver Creek ,had an average of one large pool 
per mile. In the absence of any stream survey data for Little Cracker and Lake 
Creeks, it is assumed that they have little-or-no available large pool habitat. In the 
absence of a definition for the word "many" it is assumed that all three of the above
mentioned streams are functioning at an unacceptable risk for large pool habitat. 

Other Streams within the Upper Powder River Watershed 

Hankin and Reeves stream survey data shows that Wind and Pole Creeks (20G), 
Union (20B), Clear (20M) and Dean Creeks (20N) do not have any large pool habitat. 
Of those streams that have large pool habitat, reach one of McCully Forks Creek had 
the most large pools with an average of 12 large pools per mile. Again, in the 
absence of a definition for the word "many" it is assumed that all the subwatersheds 
within the entire UPR watershed are rated as functioning at risk for large pool 
habitat. (see table 10) 

Off-Channel Habitat 

The WWNF Baker Ranger District fish biologist and hydrologist feel that this 
particular habitat indicator is more appropriate for larger systems, such as rivers that 
tend to be associated with low energy off-channel habitat such as ponds, oxbows, and 
side channels. The majority of the tributary streams that feed into the Powder River 
are either Rosgen (1996) "A" or "B" stream types. These stream types tend to have a 
gradient of 2 percent or higher and are usually constricted by narrow valley types that 
does not allow for the creation of low energy off-channel habitat such as ponds, 
oxbows, or side channels. Those streams that would have a low enough gradient to 
support off-channel habitat include: Deer, Cracker and McCully Fork Creeks, as well 
as the Powder River. These bodies of water have one thing in common, and that is 
they all have been extensively impacted by various activities, and as a consequence 
have lost most or all of their off-channel habitat. Off channel habitat for the UPR 
watershed is rated as functioning at an unacceptable risk. 
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Table 10. Summary Stream Survey Data 

SWS Stream Reach 

SACO 
Spawning 
Rearing or 

Resident 

Length 
(mi) Gradient 

Percent 
Embedded 

LWMper 
Mile 

Average 
Wetted 
Width 
(feet) 

Pool 
Frequency 
ner Mile 

Large Pool 
Frequency 
per Mile 

PooIW/D 
Ratio 

20B Union I 
2 

no 
no 

4.1 high 
high 

3 
36 

17 
2 

0 
0 

5.4 
5.3 

20E Deer 2 no s.: mod 71 26 13 2 6.3 
Deer 3 no " mod 71 23 15 I 7.1 
Deer 4 no " mod 22 85 12 I 6.7 
Deer 5 no " mod 40 66 21 I 8.0 
Deer 6 no " low na 55 19 0 8.5 
Deer 7 no " high na 31 8 0 9.1 

Crevice I unk 3.3 high 29 96 10 I 7.3 
20G Cracker 2 unk 4.0 mod 64 6 21 5 3 7.4 

Cracker 3 unk " mod <50 10 22 II 5 7.4 
Wind I unk 3.1 high 21 8 8 0 5.6 
Wind 2 unk " high 23 9 8 0 4.6 
Wind 3 unk " high 37 9 14 0 5.4 
Wind 4 link .. high 150 R 4 0 4.9 
Pole I link 1.6 28 14 0 7.1 
Pole 2 unk " 21 15 0 6.8 

20A Silver 1 yes 6.4 high 73 57 17 17 4 8.4 
Silver 2 yes " high 75 72 10 10 I 6.6 
Fruit 1 no 5.5 high 95 22 13 15 2 7.5 
Fruit 2 no " high 86 32 II 13 I 7.4 

20J McCully 
Forks 

1 
2 

no 
no 

7.9 
" 

high 
high 

91 
91 

54 
115 

18 
13 

20 
17 

12 
5 

6.7 
6.0 

20M Clear 
Clear 

1 
3 

unk 
unk 

1.6 
" 

mod 
mod 

0 
I 

3 
3 

2 
2 

0 
0 

4.0 
4.2 

20N Dean 
Dean 

I 
2 

unk 
unk 

2.5 
" 

mod 
mod 

13 
7 

4 
4 

5 
4 

0 
0 

6.4 
7.0 



Refugia 

Habitat connectivity is a limiting factor for bull trout within the UPR watershed due 
to habitat degradation and thermal barriers below the three existing subpopulations of 
bull trout. There are no strong populations that the UPR Watershed subpopulations 
could be connected with as a result of the Mason and Thief Valley Dams. As noted 
above under the subpopulation characteristics, the WWNF Baker Ranger District fish 
biologist feels that the UPR watershed is incapable of supporting a population of bull 
trout greater than 2,000 fish due to the lack of potential habitat above Mason Dam. 
The existing habitats appear to be of insufficient size and number to meet the refugia 
criteria, and do not appear well-connected to maintain all bull trout life-forms. In 
addition, there are brook trout in the watershed, therefore the UPR watershed is rated 
as functioning at risk for refugia habitat. 

Table 11 displays the known presence of fish species of concern for this watershed. 

Table 11. Current Presence of Fish Species of Concern and Miles of Stream Type, 
within the UPR Watershed 

Stream SWS 
Bull 
Trout 

Redband 
Trout Fish-bearing Perennial Intermittent Ephemeral 

Phillips Lake 20A * yes na na na na 
IunionfBridge 20B no yes 5.4 mi 12.9 mi 2.1 mi 45 .1 mi 
u.ower Deer 20C no yes 8.3 mi 24.5 mi 6.7 mi 49 .8 mi 
!Middle Deer 20D yes yes 21.9 mi 7.2 mi 0.9 mi 70.4 mi 
!Upper Deer 20E no yes 10.8 mi 23.2 mi 3.7 mi 64.4mi 
lBearfHawley 20F no no l.1mi na 3.8 mi 86.9 mi 
~ower Cracker 20G * yes 11.5 mi 19.5 mi 11.1 mi 65.1 mi 
Silver/Fruit 20H yes yes 17.0 mi 8.3 mi 7.4 mi 75 .1 mi 
Upper Cracker 201 yes yes 7.6 mi 10.5 mi 5.2 mi 34.2 mi 
lLower McCullY 201 no yes 8.5 mi 14.3 mi 7.4 mi 59.2 mi 
tupper McCully 20K no yes 17.8 mi 10.9 mi 1.7 mi 94.3 mi 
South Sumpter 20L no yes 9.5 mi 23.8 mi 45 .3 mi 56.5 mi 
[Clear & misc. 20M no yes 1.9 mi 19.4 mi 13.9 mi 80.3 mi 
lDean & misc. 20N no yes 6.4 mi 14.5 mil 4.8 mi 66 .0 mi 
rrOT4. 14 127.7 mi 189.0 mi 114.0 mi 847.3 mi 

* historic presence suspected 

Status - listed under Endangered Species Act (ESA) in 1998 

In 1994, bull trout were proposed for listing and subsequently determined by the USFWS to 
be "warranted but precluded" due to higher priorities for other fish and wildlife species 
already proposed for listing. Environmental groups subsequently filed lawsuits challenging 
this determination. This resulted in a reconsideration of the "warranted but precluded" 
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determination by the USFWS. The federal courts and the USFWS agreed to propose the 
Columbia River bull trout as threatened on June 13, 1997. The USFWS published a final 
rule that listed the Columbia River District Population Segment of bull trout as "threatened" 
under the Endangered Species Act (Federal Register: June 10, 1998, 63: Ill) "due to 
moderate risk of extinction." This ruling became final on July 10, 1998. This listing 
includes the bull trout found in the Upper Powder River watershed. 

Project consultation requirements 

The USFS is in an ongoing process of consultation with the USFWS on permissible activities 
within Forest boundaries. One step in that process is the Forest's submittal of a Biological 
Assessment. In turn the USFWS delivers a Biological Opinion. Data collection, project 
modification, fact finding, and deliberation are all part of the continuing process to assure no 
negative consequence from proposed land management or anticipated effects. The USFS has 
listed projects that have been determined to have "no effect" on the bull trout on the final 
pages of Chapter II of their Biological Assessment for the UPR watershed. Some of these 
determinations have been made as part of previously completed NEPA documents (i.e., 
either categorical exclusions or environmental assessments) . The list includes activities such 
as mushroom picking, firewood cutting, and post and pole (personal use) harvest. 

The Forest developed a document I that "screened" proposed projects in 1995, before the bull 
trout was listed . Although somewhat dated now, it gives an idea of how current similar 
projects are evaluated. The North Wind Timber Sale that had post-sale work completed in 
the last couple of years, was considered a May Affect but Not Likely to Adversely Affect 
activity due to measures designed to mitigate potential effects. Four units on the Bourne 
grazing allotment were considered as May Affect but Not Likely to Adversely Affect due to 
implementation of updated measures in the operating plan . Mining operations were divided 
between those considered as May Affect but Not Likely to Adversely Affect and those that 
May Affect and are Likely to Adversely Affect. There were a couple of inactive mining sites 
that received a No Effect determination. 

Activities on Non-Federal Lands ControlJed Under ESA Section 10 

The formal listing of bull trout required legislatures and state agencies to create laws and 
rules designed towards the prevention of damaging practices and the promotion of 
enhancement projects. Oregon's Senate Bill 1010, the Clean Waters Act, and the 
Endangered Species Act all contribute to a network of intertwined agencies charged with the 
responsibilities of regulating operations, developing preferred alternatives (Best Management 
Practices), monitoring, information gathering, and facilitating local planning. Senate Bill 
1010 and the Farm Bill call for area plans and farm plans addressing clean water issues and 

USDA Forest Service, WWNF UPR, High Priority Bull Trout Watershed 
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natural resource conservation. The Powder Basin Watershed Council, like councils across the 
state, are empowered to help facilitate and coordinate activities; help residents find technical 
and financial assistance; and help establish monitoring and reporting of resource conditions 
for the purpose oflocally controlled area planning and project development. The Council 
works with local user groups, grass-roots environmentalist, OSU 's Ag Extension Office, 
NRCS, SWCD, state agencies, and the USFS who have been instrumental in the assimilation 
of the information found in this assessment. 

Description of Habitat Condition, Trends, and Limiting Factors 

Past and present management activities such as the suppression of fires , irrigation diversions, 
grazing by cattle, sheep, and horses, placer and hardrock mining, and logging activities have 
caused extensive habitat alteration within the individual subwatersheds and has adversely 
changed stream and riparian conditions, resulting in the decline of present day salmonid 
populations. Timber harvest and associated road building within the various subwatersheds 
has also been occurring on both private and Forest Service lands, and has also produced 
significant change to streams within the analysis area. 

Runs of chinook salmon and steelhead, and fluvial forms of bull trout coming up the 
Columbia and Snake Rivers were prevented from reaching the headwaters of the Powder 
River once the Thief Valley Dam was constructed in the lower portion of the Powder River 
in 1931. Mason Dam, that created Phillips Reservoir, was constructed in 1968 and further 
obstructed the migration of bull trout within the upper reaches of the Powder River. Ratliff 
and Howell (USFS 1997b) noted the location of a barrier relative to bull trout spawning and 
juvenile rearing habitat is important. The closer a barrier is to the spawning area, the larger 
the percentage of the population that is impacted. 

Hybridization appears to be a common problem where isolated or remnant bull trout sub
populations overlap with congeneric brook trout subpopulations. Hybrids are thought to be 
sterile; however, unpublished research indicates that some bull troutlbrook trout hybrids are 
fertile . It is strongly suspected that the bull trout population in Lake Creek has been 
impacted by brook trout introductions. Brook trout were planted in Twin Lakes in an effort 
to provide some recreational angling opportunities to the public inclined to hike up to this 
area. The planting of brook trout was discontinued once ODF&W biologists became aware 
of the negative impacts they can have on native bull trout. To date, brook trout have been 
found in Lake Creek, immediately below Twin Lakes, and Little Cracker Creek. The fact 
that brook trout have been located in stream systems tributary to Phillips Reservoir makes it 
possible for them to have access to the habitat currently being used by bull trout (USFS 

1997b). 

Creel surveys conducted on Phillips Reservoir have not recorded any catches of bull trout; 
however, it is strongly suspicioned that people utilizing dispersed camp sites adjacent to 
Silver Creek are having an impact on bull trout numbers. Recent bull trout distribution 
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surveys on Silver Creek documented the lack of bull trout in Silver Creek adjacent to a large 
dispersed campsite; bull trout were found again once surveyors got away from the dispersed 
campsite. 

A potential impact to bull trout may be occurring form the illegal introduction of non-native 
fish species into Phillips Reservoir. Phillips Reservoir has been planted both legally and 
illegally with several varieties offish species, including: rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus 
mykiss irideus], crappie tPomoxis sp.), smallmouth and largemouth bass tMicropteris sp.), 
yellow perch (Percaflavescens), and walleye iStizostedion vitreum). Both the yellow perch 
and walleye were illegally introduced sometime in the 1980s. Yellow perch were eventually 
discovered by anglers and ODF& W in the late 1980s, while walleye were initially discovered 
in Phillips Reservoir around 1991. Recent gillnet surveys have confirmed that yellow perch 
have "taken over" Phillips Reservoir and are likely hurting the survival of the bass and trout 
by seriously competing for food and living space within the lake. Northern Pike Minnow 
(Ptychocheilus oregonensisi were present in the Powder River before Mason Dam was built 
and they still can be found in the lake as well as the river. The curent fish stocking for 
Phillips Reservoir by ODFW is 86,000 fingerlings and 14,000 legal sized rainbow trout per 
year. 

Redband Trout 

Redband trout are on the USFS Regional Forester's Sensitive Species list. Redband trout 
populations are depressed due to habitat degradation from past and present land management 
practices including dams, historical grazing by livestock, road construction, timber harvest , 
irrigation withdrawals and unscreened diversions. 

Redband trout currently occupy most of the perennial tributaries within the Powder River 
subbasin above Phillips Reservoir. Seasonal low flows affect occupancy in small streams, 
especially on the south side of Phillips Reservoir. Fish barriers limit the movement of fish in 
some locations From anecdotal evidence, observations, and historical records, it is evident 
that they were more widely distributed than presently. The Powder River populations, in 
general, have been depleted through habitat modification and truncation of migration routes 
by the Snake and Powder River dams. (see tables 10 'and 11) 

Life History and Habitat Requirements 

Redband trout have specific habitat requirements and habitat characteristics required for their 
survival. These include: stream channel stability, habitat complexity, substrate composition, 
and water temperature. (see table 10) 

Redband trout spawn in the spring from April to May, depending on water temperatures and 
flow regimes; preferred spawning gravels range in size from 0.25 to 2 inches. Hatching and 
fry emergence occurs in June and July. Unlike bull trout that cannot survive in streams with 
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water temperatures above 59 of, redband trout have been found in waters as warm as 83 OF. 
Optimal water temperatures for redband trout growth and production ranges from 54 of to 
64 of. Once temperatures exceed 73 of, redband trout growth and production declines. 

Redband trout eat terrestrial and aquatic insects, although larger individuals greater than 10 

inches in length have been observed feeding on other fish. 

The WWNF uses Riparian Management Objectives (RMOs) to evaluate channel condition as 
it relates to fish habitat. The surveyed streams in this watershed are uniformly deficient in 
pools, even in stable reaches that meet large wood criteria. This is partially due to the 
relatively small channel size and to the steeper gradients of the upland streams. The RMOs 
should be evaluated for appropriateness to the Blue Mountains (recommended by WWNF 
Baker Ranger District's wildlife biologist). (see table 10) 

Nonnative Warmwater Species 

People are concerned over the degradation of the trout fishery in Phillips Reservoir. The fish 
are being heavily impacted by the presence of nonnative (introduced) fish . 

Comments on Phillips Reservoir Fishery Management 

Prior to the illegal introduction of yellow perch, Phillips Reservoir supported several 
successful fisheries. The primary fishery was for hatchery rainbow trout, but bass and 
crappie were also popular. Unfortunately, the illegal introduction of yellow perch into 
Phillips Reservoir has created severe management problems. The expanding perch 
population (an almost 300 percent increase in density in the last 7 years) has impacted the 
abi lity of the reservoir to support other fisheries. 

A recentl y completed study by ODFW documented a dramatic change in the reservoir's food 
base at its most primary level. Large daphnia are critical food for the survival of young 
smallmouth bass and black crappie. The size and relative abundance of daphnia (commonly 
known as water fleas) have decreased significantly due to the sheer numbers ofjuvenile 
yellow perch that preferentially eat the larger daphnia.. The predictable result, borne out by 
the aforementioned study, has been a serious drop in the survival of young bass and crappie. 
Consequently, the smallmouth bass and crappie levels have declined to 18 percent and 4 
percent, respectively, of their 1994 levels. 

Hatchery rainbow trout are able to eat a wider variety of food, and are not as dependent on 
daphnia as the bass and crappie. This is especially true for larger trout. As a result, the trout 
population should not be impacted as severely by yellow perch. Staff time limitations have 
not allowed ODFW to monitor the hatchery trout program at Phillips Reservoir to the degree 
necessary to document any detrimental effects of the expanding yellow perch population. 
ODFW personnel have taken proactive steps to maintain or improve the trout fishery. They 
have modified the trout stocking program by decreasing the number of fingerlings (from 
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136,000 to 86,000) and increasing the number oflegal [sized] trout stocked (from 10,000 to 
14,000). This was done to decrease the likelihood of negative impacts on the hatchery trout 
program by yellow perch. 

Chemical rehabilitation of the lake has been considered, but several factors make chemical 
rehabilitation unlikely. During chemical rehabilitation, one rarely eliminates undesirable 
species. With the presence of mine tailing ponds, eradication success in Phillips Reservoir is 
extremely unlikely. Therefore, a chemical rehabilitation program would have to be repeated 
periodically. Given the high reproductive rate of yellow perch, this might be as frequent as 
every 3 to 6 years. Each treatment would probably cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, 
making rotenone application cost-prohibitive. Rotenone is a nonselective toxicant, killing 
nearly all aquatic organisms. This completely disrupts the ecosystem. Attempts to 
implement chemical rehabilitation programs often lead to extensive litigation while 
developing treatment programs. Application of rotenone may impact federally listed species 
in the area. Bull trout occur upstream of the reservoir, and may utilize the reservoir in 
winter. In addition, raptors use the area, and they would lose a food base. 

The reservoir was chemically treated on October 7, 1977. Angler days had decreased 
approximately 75 percent from 1970 figures. Field reports show that rough fish were 
estimated to make up as much as 91 percent of the total fish in the reservoir. The 1975 game 
fish population was estimated at 24 percent of the total population. The reservoir was 
restocked in April 1978 with 150,000 rainbow trout, an undetermined number oflarge-mouth 
bass, crappie, and coho salmon. 

Fish Screens 

State laws governing fish screen installation and maintenance are found in ORS 498.306 and 
ORS 498.311: for stream diversions under 30 cfs, fish screens are encouraged; for stream 
diversions over 30 cfs, fish screens can be required. ODFW cannot arbitrarily require fish 
screens on diversions. For new water right applications and transfers, OWRD consults with 
ODFW regarding screening of diversions. If ODFW requests that screening be required, 
OWRD will include such a condition in the Final Order. The applicant must agree to this 
condition before the Water Resource Commission will approve the Final Order. In addition, 
pursuant to their authority under the ESA, the USFWS can require fish screens where 
necessary to protect any listed fish species. The USFWS could require fish screens on any 
ditch in the watershed where bull trout are known or suspected to be present during any time 
of the year. The USFWS has not yet decided what their design criteria should be for screens 
to protect bull trout. 

ODFW has a cost share program for screening diversions under 30 cfs. Cooperative funding 
for fish screen installation can also be obtained through NRCS and OWRD. Landowners 
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usually have to cost share on fish screen facilities. The Federal Ditch Bilf (1986), allowed 
owners of certain ditches to apply for pennanent easements on public lands. Currently, 
processing of these applications requires consultation with USFWS. USFWS has indicated 
terms and conditions for approval of these easements will include a requirement to install fish 

screens if the diversion is located in bull trout habitat. 

Diversions on Public Forest Lands 

There are several diversions of water for municipal, domestic, mining, irrigation and stock 
watering on the National Forest System lands. Many of the water rights for these diversions 
predate the National Forest proclamations (1904, 1906, and 1926) . In the Sumpter Valley, 
much of the low elevation, National Forest System lands were acquired between 1920 and 
1950. 

The McEwen Ditch diverts water year round from the Powder River on private land just 
below its confluence with Sawmill Gulch in the South Sumpter Valley SWS. This ditch 
diverts the water of every channel until it ends in the Clear Creek SWS before reaching Clear 
Creek. The OWRD watennasters office estimates that about 20 percent of the Powder River 
spring flow is diverted, and up to 50 percent of the fall and winter low flows. The ditch has 
no fish screen; it provides substantial fish habitat on National Forest System lands. The 
effect of this ditch on fisheries was analyzed in the Rusty Bull EA, under which a 50-foot, 
no-cut buffer was left on both sides of the ditch. Installation of a fish screen was 
recommended. A screen would potentially affect some fish movement into and out of the 
streams that feed this ditch. 

Water is diverted from Deer Creek near the upper National Forest boundary. There is no fish 
screen on this ditch . The installation of fish screens was discussed in the WWNF's UPR 
Watershed Analysis. In almost all cases , the installation of screens would need the 
cooperation of private landowners and/or water rights holders. 

Proper Functioning Condition 

Table 12 displays the subwatersheds and rates them against the indicators for proper 
functioning condition (Pfc). Habitat indicators are addressed in the Forest Service's 
document, UPR Biological Assessment. Subpopulation trend data are not available, however 
the numbers of fish appear to be quite low . Considering all components of the habitat and 
the subpopulation, the UPR watershed is likely to be functioning at unacceptable risk. 

2 Public Law 99-545, 43 USCA §176I, Grant, issue , or renewal of rights-of-way 
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Table 12. Checklist for Documenting the Environmental Baseline for the 
Upper Powder River Watershed 

Watershed Name: Upper Powder River 
Location: Baker County, OR 

IDIAGNOSTICS/ PATHWAYS Species 

~NDICATORS Bull Trout 

Subpopulation Characteristics: 
Isubpopulation Size FAR (H) FAUR (D,I) 

Growth and Survival FAR (H) FAUR (D,I) 

Life History Diversity and 
Isolation 

FAUR 

Persistence and Genetic Integrity FAR (H) FAUR (D,I) 

M'ater Quality: 
lTemperature 

FAR (I) FAUR (B-H,J-L) 

Sediment/Substrate FAR (B,CF,H,IJ,L) FAUR (D,E,G ,K,M,N) 

Chern. Contam./Nutrients FA (B,C,F,J,L-N) FAR (D,E,G,H,I,K) 

Habitat Access: 
Physical Barriers 

FAR 

Habitat Elements: 
Substrate Embeddedness 

FAUR 

Large Woody Debris FA (D,E,H,J) FAR (B) FAUR (G,I,M,N) 

Pool Frequency and Quality FAUR 

Large Pools FAUR 
Off-channel Habitat FAUR 

lRefugia FAUR 

Channel Condo & Dynamics: 
Wetted WidthlMax. Depth Ratio 

FA 

Streambank Condition FA (B,E ,H,K,L) FAR (I,M,N) FAUR (C,D,F,G,J) 

Floodplain Connectivity FA (B-F,H ,K,L) FAR (l,M,N) FAUR (G,J) 

!FlowlHydrology: 
Change in PeaklBase Flows 

FA (B) FAUR (C-N) 

Drainage Network Increase FAUR 

Iwatershed Conditions: 
Road Density & Location FAUR 

Disturbance History FA (B) FAUR (C-N) 

Riparian Conservation Areas FA (K) FAR (H) FAUR (B-G,I ,J,L-N) 

Disturbance Regime FAR 

~ntegration of Species and Habitat 
\Conditions 

FAUR 

FA = Functioning Appropriately (Properly Functioning Condition or pfc)
 
FAR = Functioning At Risk
 
FAUR = Functioning At Unacceptable Risk (Not Properly Functioning).
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Big Game and Other Wildlife 

Journal entries from the early pioneers and naturalists provide information for some wildlife 
species and habitats. Early pioneers of Baker County make frequent references to pronghorn 
antelope. Large numbers of salmon in the rivers arid streams were also mentioned . There 
were references made regarding encounters with wolves and grizzly bears. References to 
deer and elk were infrequent. Most species of wildlife have cyclic populations and the 
infrequent references to deer and elk by the early pioneers should not be construed to mean 
that these species were always in low numbers. 

There is contradicting information as to the historic presence of some wildlife species. 
Journals from around 1812 (USFS 1997b) reported that Indians had elk parts but these parts 
were probably carried from the plains or other regions and used as implements or personal 
gear. Lyle Defrees' family settled in the area in the period of 1872-1881 . His know ledge of 
the area includes no mention of elk during settlement. A similar situation occurrs with 
reports (1872) of buffalo skulls observed in Baker and Sumpter Valleys. Mr. Defrees 
disputes this claim with 1886 diaries stating an absence of buffalo. This would coincide with 
the general observation in scientific journals that the buffalo, a plains animal , was not found 
this far west. There is also question if the grouse was native to the grasslands of Sumpter 
Valley. 

A comparison between the earliest recorded information and the present situation would 
suggest the mix of wildlife species and habitat within the watershed has been irretrievably 
changed. Some of the species changes include the following: elimination of the top of food 
chain predators (wolves and grizzly bears); elimination of anadromous fish; and reduced 
numbers of pronghorn antelope. Habitat changes included the following: severely reduced 
big game winter habitat; disruption of traditional movement/migration routes; decrease in 
both quantity and quality of important upland and riparian shrubs and trees; the presence of 
roads and all of the use associated with them. Although the WWNF reported an increase in 
understory vegetation, George Keister (ODFW), questions a historical comparison stating 
that there is more existing cover today. Hiding cover is now quite deficient, especially when 
considering open spaces and road densities detracting from quality cover. 

All of these changes combined create a somewhat "unnatural" situation. The presence of 
roads increases the importance of the remaining cover areas located on National Forest lands. 
Some of these cover areas, even though not sustainable ecologically, are important for big 
game. The loss of traditional winter habitat has increased the importance of the winter 
habitat remaining on National Forest land. In general, these changes from the historical 
situation place a higher degree of importance on habitats (and their management) located on 
National Forest lands. 

All species of wildlife and wildlife habitats within the UPR watershed evolved with fire. 
Prehistorically fire was the primary change agent within the watershed. Fire shouldn't be 
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viewed as bad or good for wildlife. It should be viewed as a change for wildlife. The 
changes a fire will bring to a landscape depend on the intensity of the fire, fuel moisture, fuel 
loading, and topographic setting. Post-fire habitats will continually change through time. 
The composition of wildlife species will also change through time . 

Management Objectives for Big Game 

The UPR watershed provides important habitat for Rocky Mountain elk and mule deer. The 
UPR watershed makes up a large percentage of the Oregon Department ofFish and Wildlife 
(ODFW) Sumpter Big Game Management Unit (SBGMU). ODFW has established the 
following management objectives for deer and elk in the SBGMU: 

Elk Deer
 

2,000 animals 7,000 animals
 
10 bulls/1 00 cows 15 bucks/1 00 does
 

Data collected and analyzed by ODFW in 2000 indicated that overall deer numbers are 
slightly above the objectives. Elk numbers were also slightly higher than objectives in recent 
years but numbers were reduced, meeting the 2000 objective. The same data suggests that 
the bull/cow and buckJdoe ratios are at, or slightly higher, than the objectives. 

However, several points need to be kept in mind when using the above information. 
Managing for the targeted population will not optimize big game numbers within the UPR 
watershed . ODFW has reduced the overall elk population target several times within the 
SBGMU in response to private land damage complaints. Male to female ratios for both 
species appear to be adequate. Closer examination of the 1996 data indicated that certain 
areas within the SBGMU had a much lower male/female ratio. This was particularly true for 
deer. The Dooley Mountain area of the SBGMU had a buckJdoe ratio of 11/100. This 
compared to 27 bucks per 100 does in the northern portion of the SBGMU. Road densities 
are higher and the amount of cover is much lower in the Dooley Mountain area that is similar 
to the lower elevations of this watershed (around Phillips Reservoir), compared to the 
Elkhorn area of the SBGMU. 

The Forest Plan (1990) allocated the Forest into a variety of management areas. 
Management Area 3/3A was established to provide emphasis for the management of big 
game, particularly elk. Standards and guidelines were formulated for the management of big 
game habitat within this area. Guidelines were also established for the management of big 
game habitat in other management areas, such as Management Area 1 (MA 1), timber 
emphasis. The guidelines for MA3/3A and MA 1 area as follows: 

Habitat Effectiveness Index (HEI) 
Open Road Density (ORD) 

MA3/3A 
.74 

1.5 mi/sq mi 

MAl 
.50 

2.5 mi/sq mi 
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The HEI and ORD were calculated for each subwatershed. Neither individual SWSs nor the 
entire UPR watershed presently meets the WWNF Forest Plan guideline of .50 or .74. Only 
the Upper Deer Creek SWS meets the WWNF Forest Plan guideline for open road density. 
Efforts to reduce open road densities in the Sumpter Valley have been pursued for the past 

several years . 

Movement 

Some elk that summer in the upper elevation areas ofUPR and north of Highway 7 tend to 
follow the main Elkhorn ridge to the Auburn winter feed site. Others winter in the John Day 
watershed. Elk summering south of Highway 7 tend to cross the Huckleberry/Bald Mountain 
ridge and winter in the Burnt River ValJey. The Huckleberry Burn has changed distribution 
and movement patterns but probably has not affected numbers. 

In general mule deer display the same movement patterns as elk. A large majority of the deer 
migrate to the Burnt River Valley. However, depending on snow conditions, small groups of 
mule deer may over-winter within Sumpter Valley. There is a small group of white-tailed 
deer that "yard up" for the winter in the willows and dredge tailing piles around the reservoir. 
It has been questioned whether any deer stay in the area once the heavy snows come in 

January. 

Both deer and elk have consistent/traditional daily movement patterns during their residency 
within the watershed. Both species have a tendency to use riparian areas, ridge tops, and 
saddles (ridge/mountain passes) during their daily movement patterns. A disruption to these 
patterns may result in deer and/or elk seeking out new wintering, foraging, and birthing sites. 
The importance of big game movements was addressed under the UnionlMinerslDeer 
Environmental Assessment. 

Cover 

Hiding and thermal cover are extremely important components of big game habitat. Thermal 
cover is the overhead canopy composed of mature trees that provides cool, shaded areas in 
the summer and a snow-intercept, insulative blanket in the winter. Hiding cover is made up 
of smaller trees or shrubs that visually impair one's ability to observe big game on the 
landscape. The Wildlife Society has recently published papers that down-play the more 
traditional importance of thermal cover for big game. New findings have been reported by 
PNW's research station in La Grande at their Starkey Elk Study. The Experiment Station has 
changed the scientific community'S thinking that thermal cover may be preferred but not a 
life requirement. Thermal cover in this specific watershed may not be as important as 
originally reported because very few elk overwinter in the area . 

Thermal cover, for the most part, is restricted to the more mesic north -facing slopes. It is 
comprised mainly of fir and mixed conifer biophysical environments. Historically, thermal 
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cover stands developed within an infrequent but stand-replacing disturbance pattern. 

However, microsite disturbances (1 to 5 acres) from insect outbreaks, wind throw, or small 
fires also occurred. Small patches of thermal cover occur throughout the watershed in 

. riparian areas and mesic microsites on drier south-facing slopes. 

Table 13 displays the amount of thermal cover by subwatershed. Excluding the reservoir, 8 
(or 61 percent) of the SWSs have less than 10 percent of their area in thermal cover. Five 

SWSs support more than 20 percent of their area in thermal cover. Most of the thermal cover 
within the watershed is located in the upper elevation areas. The table also gives the number 
and location of current designated old growth blocks (DOGs) by SWS. 

Table 13. ThermallHiding Cover and Designated Old Growth 

SWS THERMAL CVR (ac) HIDING CVR (ac) DOGs 
IPhillips Lake None Present 7 N 

tunionJBridge Creeks 99 (2 %) 526 (11 %) N 

tLower Deer Creek 168 (2 %) 659 (8 %) I 

!Middle Deer Creek 2055 (30 %) 1210(13 %) 5 

Upper Deer Creek 1709 (24 %) 469 (6 %) 3 

North Sumpter N 168 (2 %) N 

lLower Cracker Creek 800 (9 %) 936 (11 %) 2 

Silver Creek 3105(38 %) 923 (11 %) 4 

tupper Cracker Creek 2415(50%) 203 (4 %) 2 

!Lower McCully Creek 341 (6 %) 548 (9 %) 0 

tupper McCully Creek 2539 (36 %) 380 (5 %) 3 

South Sumpter Valley 265 (2 %) 3196 (28 %) I 

!Clear Creek 0 1359(15 %) 1 

!Dean Creek 450 (6 %) 2393 (30 %) 1 

Hiding cover can be found throughout the UPR watershed. Hiding cover, regardless of its 
parent plant association, results from some sort of disturbance (i.e., fire, wind throw, insects, 
or disease). Hiding cover is composed of smaller (less than ten feet tall), densely stocked 
(more than 500 stems per acre) trees. Depending on growing conditions and site 
characteristics, hiding cover could be established within 15 years of a disturbance. 

The juxtaposition of both thermal and hiding cover on the landscape is very important to 
deer and elk. Generally speaking, 60 percent of a land area in foraging habitat and 40 
percent in cover is considered optimum. Spacing between forage and cover areas is also 
very important. This factor determines both distribution of elk and deer. It also influences 
their vulnerability during hunting season. 
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The distribution, amount, and quality of both thermal and hiding cover has changed from 
historic conditions. By referencing table 13 it is apparent that all of the ecoclasses G2-G6 
(multi-stratum without large trees and multi-stratum with large trees) historically supported 
more thermal cover. The upper elevation ecoclass (Gl) is substantially more abundant 

today than historically. 

Roads and ATV Use 

Roads, trails, and their motorized use are very important factors in determining how big 
game will use a given habitat area. Elk tend to avoid areas ofhigh road density (1.5 miles 
of open road per square mile of area; USFS I997b). As previously mentioned, the Forest 
Plan established road density guidelines. Only the Upper Deer Creek SWS meets these 
guidelines. Also, data collected by ODFW in 1996 indicates that areas of low cover and 
high road densities support fewer deer. 

The WWNF has identified excessive road densities (both open and total) as a problem in 
every large scale EA completed within the UPR watershed over the past 8 years. Each EA 
identified a variety of projects to reduce road densities. A great many of these projects 
have been completed. However, road densities still remain high and ATV use on closed 
roads continues to increase. Negative public opinion (against closing roads) , the need for 
access to private land and mining claims, flat terrain, ineffective barriers, reduced law 
enforcement capability, declining budgets, and access needs for future management 
activities all limit the extent of additional road closures. 

To date, conflicts between increasing recreationlhuman use and wildlife within the 
watershed have been manageable. Hunting opportunity has been reduced as motorized use 
has increased. On the present course, conflicts are sure to increase. There is no focus to 
the increasing recreational use . Wildlife habitat use patterns are changing. Concerns for 
big game should not over-ride recreational opportunities nor should the reverse occur. 
Long-term goals and objectives were established within the Forest Plan for both recreation 
and wildlife. They need to be reexamined and updated, recognizing the conection between 
hunting opportunity and increased motorized recreation. (George Kiester ODFW) 

Other Wildlife and Habitat Elements 

Recreation 

Phillips Reservoir has been the focal point for recreational activity within the UPR 
watershed. However, continued development of private land, expansion of the Sumpter 
Valley Railroad, establishment of the Sumpter Dredge State Park, and the growth of 
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Sumpter itself have brought about a substantial increase in recreational activities over the 
entire watershed. 

Phillips Reservoir and associated wetlands are important habitat for migrating/resident 
waterfowl, spotted frogs, and bald eagles. The Forest Plan established a special 
management area for the lake and surrounding area. The same area is included within the 
Phillips Reservoir Bald Eagle Management Plan. The area is also noted in several bird 
watching guides for the State of Oregon. 

Old Growth 

The WWNF Forest Plan established a network of designated old-growth areas (DOGs). 
The purpose of the network was to insure the viability of old-growth-dependent wildlife 
species (i.e., pileated woodpecker, pine marten and northern goshawk). The size of and 
spacing between DOGs is determined by the habitat needs of the aforementioned species. 
DOGs established for the pileated woodpecker need to be 300 acres in size. They also need 
to have an adjacent 300-acre feeding area established as well. Both the pine marten and 
goshawk are to have DOGs established that are 160 acres in size. The DOGs are intended 
to be spaced across the landscape at intervals of three miles. Approximately, 3 percent of 
the watershed has been established as DOG acreage. There are 27 entire DOGs or portions 
of DOGs within the UPR watershed. Numerous other DOGs are located in adjacent 
watersheds. DOGs are most limited in the southern and western portion of the watershed. 
For the most part all of the DOGs are undersized compared to the requirements set forth in 
the Forest Plan. None of the DOGs established as habitat for the pileated woodpecker has a 
corresponding feeding area. 

Ponderosa pine old growth is extremely limited within the watershed. Silvicultural 
prescriptions set forth in the EA(s) will allow larger diameter pine trees to develop. Future 
thinning may be required to allow the residual trees to grow even larger. Prescribed fire 
will likely be used in concert with thinning to create more pine stands capable of supporting 
larger trees. It is not enough to just designate areas as ponderosa pine old growth. There 
must be recognition that these areas will need to be managed (i.e., thinned and burned) in 
order to sustain them through time. All future actions undertaken within the UPR 
watershed need to recognize this need. 

Fire 

The extent of the fire (patch size) along with post-fire management activities are important 
factors in determining how and that wildlife species will use the post-fire habitat. The 
previously completed project EAs for the watershed set the stage for scheduled burning. 
The activity-created fuel will be burned as soon as possible due to insect infestation 
concerns. Natural fuels burning would take place over a five-ten year period, or in some 
cases extend over 20 years. Due to the number ofEAs that have been completed within the 
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watershed, some level of burning will be taking place every year . During the scheduling of 
this burning activity it will be extremely important to continually evaluate how much fire is 
being implemented at anyone time. It is also important to know where the fires will be in 

relation to other burned areas . 

Movement Corridors/Habitat Linkages 

To a certain extent, corridors have been discussed under the big game section. However, 
movement corridors and habitat linkages are also important components of old growth. It 
has become clear that it is not enough just to establish DOGs for certain wildlife species. 
Those species, as well as others need to be able to travel (disperse) between DOGs without 
having undue risk/vulnerability to predation. If the habitat between the DOGs has been 
intensively managed or road ed, the threat of predation to dispersing wildlife is substantially 
increased. 

It is not reasonable to assume that some management would be excluded from these habitat 
connections. Certain types of management activities (i.e ., burning and/or thinning) will 
need to be undertaken to maintain the functionality of these habitats. 

Historically, big game winter habitat was located in the lower elevation areas and the drier 
south-facing slopes of Sumpter Valley. Elk were reintroduced to the area in 1912. Most of 
the historic winter range is now covered with water (Phillips Reservoir) or is private land 
and occupied by houses (the wildland/urban interface). The traditional seasonal big game 
migration routes have been disrupted by roads, bodies of water, development of private 
land, and forest management activities. Summer habitat for big game within the watershed 
has been unnaturally fragmented and intensively roaded. 

In an effort to reduce private land damage complaints in this area, ODFW established the 
Auburn winter feeding site. They have also adjusted the population MOs downward. In 
the long term this will lead to fewer hunters and big game animals. 

Dredge Tailings 

The mineral section of this document provides an excellent historical account of dredge 
mining operations within the watershed. Basically, dredging activity completely changed 
the riparian area for the Powder River and rendered it nonfunctional. Over the past 70 
years vegetation has reestablished on the dredged areas. The dredge ponds have stabilized 
and support different types of aquatic vegetation and insects. The ponds are utilized by a 
variety of waterfowl and aquatic mammals. The area supports numerous breeding sites for 
the spotted frog. Extreme caution should be used when assuming that these areas are not 
good habitat and require rehabilitation, or that the disrupted area should be "restored." 
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